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I.
L\TRODCCTION

COMES NOW. Jared D. Bristol.. Defendant-Appellant in the above-entitled action.
representing himse If. in rebuttal against the Respondent Brief with this Appellant Reply Brief.
Appellant asserts that he is taking this course of action because a number of actions and ordinances
haw been starting to spring up that are in direct conflict \\ ith and depriving the people of rights and
property. and that a reexamination is necessary to the means and moti\·es behind these jurisdictions'
actions. Appellant feels that in light of this and some ne\Y information related to this that these actions
haw gotten out

control by such malicious. manipulati,e means and their actions and ordinances are

of false claims that don't serve anything but a destructiw biased agenda that lessens the quality of life
for the citizens.

A.

STATE'.\IE:\'T OF CASE

?-Jature of the Case
This case refers to a local municipal code that Appellant holds \Yas inconsistent with and
\ iolates other general laws and both Idaho and U.S. Constitutions. and carried out under color of law.
..\PPELLA?-JT'S REPLY BRIEF - 6

This case went to trial which Appellant contends that issues existed and then timely appealed to the
District Court \\ hich funher issues \\·ere preYalenL and that conditions of malicious prosecution and
abuse of process \Yere present and that at the further encl may have amounted to a takings, and
Appellant has been seeking reexamination of the fundamental principles in play as to the claim that this
ordinance shouldn't have existed in the first place as to its unconstitutional nanire.
Course Proceed in us and Staternent of Facts
In light of a number of interactions from the Code Enforcement \·ia letters received. Appellant
\\ ent to fight the issues in a trial as he felt they were \Vithout merit and were merely intrusions. A trial
ensued and Appellant \\'RS found guilty and his holdings are that the trial was severely and deliberately
limited and biased most likelv.. to sv;av..- an outcome. essemiallv staninz,._ the claim of malicious
"

prosecution and abuse of process upon later renew. lpon timely appeal. the District Court entered a
I\Iemorandum Decision denying the appeal. \Vhich decisions and actions during the appeal bring further
question about furtherance of abuse of process as if the District Court was deliberately m oic!ing the
issues. and

110\'i'

Appellant has appealed to the next lewl court. Appellant filed Appellant Brief to be

folkrn eel by the Respondent Brief and this Appellant Reply Brief is in rebuttal in lieu of the
Respondent Brief

II.
ISSUES O~ APPEAL

Appellant reaffirms and restates his position as he had from the beginning. in this rebuttal to the
APPELLA:'.\T'S REPLY BRIEF - 7

argument of the Respondent Brief as follo\YS:

ll

Appellant's rebuttal to the question: Has Bristol failed to sh,Q,.w error or abuse of

discretion in the district court's decision?
a)

Was Respondent off-point in the claim that P..'.\LC. 8.24.040 is only criminal in

nature and not administrati\·e or is this the same subterfuge already seen to deter from the facts of the
actual agenda behind these types of ordinances that cause such depriYations?
b)

\\'as Respondent making moot points in defense of the district courts decision in

denying the interim appeal on such technicalities''
c)

Has this local ordinance been enacted out of ··color of law" which only sen es a

specific interests with detrimental effects and possibly attempted to conceal their intentions with such
shady actiYities? Re\'ie\Y and analysis.
2)

Appellant's rebuttal to the question: Has Bristol failed to demonstrate he is entitled to

attorney fees and expenses?

III.
ATTORJ\'EY FEES 0:\ APPEAL
Appeliant did request attorney fees. Respondent argued that Appellant shouldn't be entitled. but
Appellant claims that this case and its nature is unique and different as it didn't amount to a recognized
crime under statute and that this local ordinance which is not supported by constirntional or statutory
authority tbat amounted to deprivations to Appellant's rights and property. In accordance ,,·ith I.A.R.
APPELLA"'.'JT'S REPLY BRIEF - 8

41( a)( cl( cl), that as a basic claim presented as an issue on appeaL that the ~upreme Coun in its decision
on appeal shall include its determination of a claimed right to attorney fees. If the Court determines that
a parry is entitled to attorney fees on appeal. the party claiming attorney fees shall file a claim
concurrently\\ ith. or as part of. the memorandum of costs pro,idecl for by Rule 40. Under L\.R. 40(a)
'

(b) for costs to the prevailing party could also address if order for a takings claim. since it isn't just a
basic taxation of costs here. To get into further detail. Appellant has had forced expenditures such as
told to initially get hundreds of dollars of tarps to be later be strung along in a type of victors vengeance
saying they were inadequate. hundreds in fencing. and cramming garage full of all my workspace and
any other items. under guise of such a technical limitation forcing Appellant to dedicate areas and lands
for appearance purposes rendering both my yard space. \York.space and garage completely useless to
attempt minimum compliance to keep a peace until a time

to

seek further resoh e. which violated

Appellant's right to exclude others from, that both he and his father. until his passing. ha\·e exercised
decades. and especially in this instance that there is no claim of any person being \\Tonged or
injured. Appellant has had to suffer through the humiliation of such inspections later authorized. after
all the initial trespassing and intrusions into privacy.

IV.

ARGV,'\IE~T
STA:\'DARD OF REVIE\V

This case. upon further investigating and re\ ie\\. has tv;o different fronts of challenge. At the
first part there is the invasion of privacy by illegal search and seizure without a warrant and \Vithout
prnbable cause and\ iolations of clue process as the pursuing actions were made arbitrarily and
capriciously because \Vere made on unreasonable grounds or without any proper consideration of

APPELLANT'S REPLY BRIEF - 9

circumstances. At the Fourth Amendment's "very core" stands "the right of a man to retreat into his
OY\11

home and there be free from unreason-able governmental intrusion.'' Silverman v. United States.

365 l'.. S. 505, 511. The area "irnmediatelv,.., surroundim.:.... and associated\\ ith the home"-the curtilau:e
'-

-is "part of the home itself for Fourth Amendment purposes." Oliver v. United States. 466 U.S. 170.
180. The front porch is the classic exemplar of an area "to y1;hich the activitv of home life extends.''
Florida\. Jardines Id .. at 182. n. 12. Pp. 4-5. California,·. Ciraolo, 476 U.S. 207 ( 1986 ). Activities
Y\ ithin the cunilage are nonetheless still entitled to some Fourth Amendment protection. The Court has
described four considerations for determining whether an area falls within the cunilage: proximity to
the home. \vhether the area is included ,vithin an enclosure also surrounding the home. the nature of the
uses to \\·hich the area is put. and the steps taken by the resident to shield the area from\ ieY\' of
passersby. The right of privacy protected by the onstinnion gained a foothold in Griswold v.
Connecticut 381 C.S. 479. 85 S. Ct. 1678. 14 L. Eel. 2d 510 (1965lthe Court held that a general right to
pri\acy may be inferred from the express language of the First. Third. Fourth . Fifth. and Fourteenth
Amendments. as well as from the interests protected by them. In Olmstead,·. United States 277 U.S.
438. 48 S. Ct. 564. 72 L. Ed. 944 ( 1928 L Brandeis. then a Supreme Court justice. articulated a general
constitutional right "to be left alone." \\foch he described as the most comprehensive and nlued right
civilized people.
The second front deals Yvith if the ordinance should exist at all and is inYalid because its
inconsistent. conflicts and directly contradicts the constinnions and statutes and the claims of this
ordinance are not suppo11ed under any constitutional or statmorial authority. The following case could
\\ ork for both standards of reYiew which recognizes code enforcement as an aclministratiw department
and acti\ ity and the tangible interest by citizens in Camara

Y

Municipal Court. 387 U.S. 523 ( 1967).

The Camara Court noted the following: "E\ en the most lm\ -abiding citizen has a \'ery tangible interest

.-'\PPELLA:'.'JT'S REPLY BRIEF - 10

in I imiting the circumstances under which the sanctity of his home may be broken by official authority.
Like most regulatory la\vs. fire, health. and housing codes are enforced by criminal processes."
Respondents' claim against Appellants arguments that is unconstitutional under a regulatory takings
analysis is misplaced, any time the government gets involwd its actions are always enforced with
threats of criminal processes. and that this may be trying to obscure the fact and blur the lines between
actual constitutional questions of law and the regulatory takings analysis ,vhich is merely a tool to use
to question and help in resolving thereof. and that all the actions by the involwd parties in this case in
pursuant thereof may have amounted to a takings.
Besides the question of facts. the bulk of this case is a question of law. "This Court exercises
free re\ie\\ o,er constitutional questions.·· Ouinlan "· Idaho Com'n for Pardons and Parole, 138 Idaho
6. 719. 69 P.3d I46. 149 (2003 ). When considering: the constitutionality of a city ordinance. this
Court's re,·iew is de novo. Sanchez\·. Citv of Caldwell. 135 Idaho 465. 467. 20 P.3d L 3 (2001 ).
\\'hen this Coun considers a claim that a city ordinance is unconstitutional. we review the trial coun's
ruling de norn since it involves purely a question of la,v. State\. Cobb. 132 Idaho 195. 969 P.2d 244
( l 99S ).

o, er questions of law and constitutional interpretations. the Supreme Coun exercises free

re\iew. State v. O'Neill. 118 Idaho 244 . 245. 796 P.2d 121. 122 (1990).
1.

A.
\\·as Respondent off-point in the claim that P.M.C. 8.24.040 is only criminal in nature and not
adrninistrati,e or is this the same subterfog:e alreadv seen to deter from the facts of the actual a!lenda
behind these types of ordinances that cause such cleprintions''
The City's surreptitious practice masks a criminal offense as civil infraction at most based on
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assumptions. but stilL essentially no victim no crime. The City's attempt to criminalize such things
listed in these ordinances is

to

attempt to make their propaganda more beliernble. l\fost of the language

of these ordinances doesn't show up anyv;:bere in the Idaho Statutes and the Constinitions as Appellant
has stated in his previous brief Respondent cites Bennis,. \lichiuan, 516 U.S. 442. 452-53 ( 1996 ),
(Respondent Brief pp. 4) \Yhich is really immaterial as pertains to the government seeking forfeiture of
car for the husband engaging in acti,ity with a prostinite. Appellants opinion on and holds that this
is a big act of idiocy by government to try and declare his car a public nuisance to essentially steal it
because of his actions. but the car is an inanimate object and doesn't resoh e any of the health concerns
with his engagement into prostitution. like he won't be able to get another car. Still the fact remains that
there ,vas a stanne listing prostitution as a crime in that state same as it is in Idaho. ,vhere Appellant
hasn't engaged in any activity listed under statute for a crime. had only attempted to retreat into the
seclusion of his own property, his domain.

to

exercise his right to exclude others from and other

libenies. What remains is the controversial question of the wrongful interpretation that the City of has a
wry tangible interest in limiting the circumstances under ·which the sanctity of his home may be broken
by official authority. for the possibility of criminal entry under the guise of official sanction is a serious

threat to personal and family security. And even accepting Frunk\ rather remarkable premise.
inspections of the kind we are here considering do. in fact. jeopardize "self-protection" interests of the
property O\\ ner. Like most regulatory laws. fire. health. and housing codes are enforced by criminal
processes. In some cities. discovery of a violation by the inspector leads to a criminal compiaint.
Pocatello in the first place shouldn't have made such ordinances because they Yiolate constitutional
safeguards and statutory protections. A local municipal corporation DOES NOT have a scepter of
unlimited power to do such wanton disregard of depriYing of rights and property. especially ,vhen its
outside of the power granted and inferred to it by constitutional and statutory authority since a local
municipal corporation is not a legislatiYe branch of go, ernment(Appellam Brief. pp. 22.31 ). So if this
APPELLA2'JTS REPLY BRIEF - 12

City has enacted these ordinances out of "color of Jmy·· with fictitious claims of purpose \Vithout proper
authority that have a regulatory effect doesn't dismiss the fact that a taking may have taken place. as
Respondent is trying to connect together. Can a local city gowrnrnent make up any crime they want
and prescribe any penalty they \Vant for it? Absolutely not. Harlov.' ,·. Fitzaeralcl. 457 U.S.. at 814
"(When government officials abuse their offices). action[s] for damages may offer the only realistic
a\ enue for vindication of constitutional guarantees." The issue at hand doesn't serw a State Interest.
only a simple isolated agenda. In Camara\. I\fonici1Jal Court of San Francisco. 387 U.S. 523. 87 S.Ct.
l 7'J..7. l 8 L.Ec!.2cl 930 ( 1967). the Supreme Court held that the fourth amendment prohibited a building
inspector from entering private property to conduct an im·estigation \x.:ithout a warrant issued upon
probable cause. A.ccord. T\Iichiaan v. Tvler. 436 C.S. 499. 98 S.Ct. 1942. 56 L.Ed.2d 486 ( 1978 ):
\Iarshall v. Barlo,,·'s. Inc .. 436 U.S. 307, 98 S.Ct. 1816. 56 L.Ed.2d 305 ( 1978): See v Citv of Seattle.
387 U.S. 541. 87 S.Ct. 1737. 18 L.Ed.2d 943 ( 1967) "Ewn the most lm\-abidina citizen has a verv~

tangible interest in limiting the circumstances under which the sanctity of his home may be broken by

-

official authoritv .. Like most regulatorv laws. fire. health. and housina codes are enforced bv criminal
~

~

~

.

~

processes. In some cities. discovery of a violation by the inspector leads to a criminal complaint. Ewn
in cities where discovery of a violation produces only an administrative compliance order.. refusal to
comply is a criminal offense. and the fact of compliance is Yerified by a second inspection. again
\\ ithout a warrant. Finally. as most cases demonstrate. refusal to permit an inspection is itself a crime.
punishable by fine or ewn by jail sentence."
Its apparent that Respondent is attempting to triYialize the im·asion of constinnional rights, just
because these local regulatory ordinances are enforced by criminal processes doesn't make these
enactments valid in the first place. As Appellant has already stated and addressed in previous brief
under PMC 8.24 for Enforcement and Inspection Authority part B states:

APPELLANT'S REPLY BRIEF - 13

B. Cnscreenecl exterior areas mny be inspected at any ume from a public right Of\\HY
\\ ith or witllout the involwment of the O\rner or occupanr in accordance \\'ith legal
requirements goyerning aclministrati\·e inspections of pri\ nte property.

Under the City's own admission under this chapter it claims it to be an "administrative
inspection" making it an administrative action subject to the use of the tool that it is. and re\·ievv by a
reu:ulatorv takinu:s
-- anal vs is. Under the new revisions of this ordinance that this Citv. hurriedlv. enacted
"-

,.,

,

,./

.that Appellant\\ ill funher address in "Section C Color of Law. Analysis and reYiev/'. and will be in
:\ddendum. PrdC 8.1-J. that still addresses the same things and has all the same language plus more.
also still uses administratiw officials for these administratiYe actions:
From a staffing perspectiYe. persons im oh ed \\ hen ,1 uniform citation is issued are:
1. A sworn officer to sen-e the uniform cit<1tion.

2. Ille Code Enforcement officer.
3. Police Department ;ic\ministrati\ e staff.

-1. Legal Department aclminisrrati\ e stMf.

5 Ille Prosecuting Attorney.
6.

".\'umerous people at the Bannock County Counhouse to administrme

the process.
: ,111cl also.

\VHEREAS. the proposed pro\ is ions \\ ill acid clarificmion and or
refintrnent in order to be more effectiYe and \\ill ,1llO\\ for a mechanism to pro,·icle for
cinl pcnu!rics to deal ,,·ith repeat offenders: \\ hich ,,·ill help expedite the enforcement of

this portion of the Pocatello l\Iun1cip<1l Code:

~early all the same same verbiage and claims under these ordinances is nearly identical to
...\PPELLA>!T'S REPLY BRIEF - 14

those that ha Ye been springing up in the last number of years in other places. some are under a title of
zoning ordinances like in Some Florida and California areas in a copy cat like fashion. a similar case
\\as Robert '.\Iarlett and Gloria Omerkov \. Ste\e Lcrning (citation omitted). So 110\\ ci, ii penalties
,,·ill be administered more emphatically and insipidly when someone doesn't like the appearance of
your domain for repeat offenders under a guise "were \YOrking ,Yith you ... not just criminal penalties
no,v. unless a person has received multiple ciYi! citations that may be sent off to collection agencies
and then can pursue criminal proceedings. newr with the question being allowed that a person has the
right to be left alone and the right to property as this case has shown. This seems to be more like a
gowrnmental money making scam to make a little more money on the

\VRY

to pursue a so called

criminal proceeding all for the interest of appearance purposes. all of\\ hich seem to be capable of
discriminatory enforcement(further discussion Section C).
In aclclition. most of the other cases Respondent cites in this instance are off point and general.
as they deal with actual activities relating to industrial acti\ ity and accordingly zoned areas: (operation
a landfill) Co,·inuton

Y.

Jefferson Countv. 137 Idaho 777. 53 P.3cl 828 (2002) \Yhich ,mule! haw

been zoned for that desi!.mated activity.
. and these other 2 cases are meaning less and out of context
~

'

~

because they deal \Yith development on and fencing around lake shore property or properties closely
associated with, nearly e\·erybody would recognize that you'd normally nm into certain kind of
restrictions because there is usually an interest in aspects of protecting the lake and fair and equal
access to there,\ ith Tahoe-Sierra Presen-ation Council. Inc.\. Tahoe Reuional Planning Arrency. 535
CS. 302 (2002), and Citv of Coeur d'Alene\. Simpson, 142 Idaho 839. 854. 136 P.3d 310. 325 (2005 ).
The next point is that under Libbev \·. Villa ere of Atlantic Bectch. __ f.Supp.2d _.2013 WL 5972540 at
19 (E.D. New "{ork. 2013) that deals ,vith demolishing ctn imminently dangerous building is different
as the language is wry plain and easily understood as it is c1ctuc1lly listed as a power under the statute
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goYerning municipal corporations, although caution should be exercised so wrongful actions don't
happen amounting to issues of due process and abuses of power. this case still has nothing to do with
this case. This is more about possessory rights \Yhich are an attribute of ownership all for the purposes
appearance and the claim that storage is inappropriate. People hm e possessed and acquired propeny
and had clutter for thousands of years for means of existence and sun irnl that has long been
established at common law and before there were cars there \Wre horses and buuuv's
and all the thi1rns
-----.._
.,

associated with their maintenance and anything of interest. to now only within a resent number of
years that we're attempting to be sold and convinced on some propaganda that appearance is a safety.
health and welfare concern? There is definitely an inappropriate underlying agenda that isn't neutral
and isn't in the best interest of the citizens. if people want to have that lifestyle then it can be where its
appropriate with land coYenants. gated communities. and homeoYvners associations. This here more
closely relates and could be handled \Vith an im·erse condemnation type of formal proceeding. This
case Arkansas Ciame and Fish Corn'n

Y.

1_'.nited States.

.S.

133 S.CT. 511. 518 (2012) (Respondent

Brief. pp. 5-6). is really more beneficial to ,,·hat Appellant is claiming about the type of constant
occupation with this have to dedicate your land to be clear and free of items. anti-storage. for
appearances with a type of jump to facetious presumptive conclusions discriminatory enforcement
\Yhen its all about government maximizing propeny values for them to collect property taxes. It is
common knmvledge that a rnst majority of the populace intentionally don't do things to fix up their
houses because they know it will increase property \·alues and thus taxation(fm1her discussion in
Section 7 ). Why should \Wand essentially !(Appellant) have to live imprisoned in our own propenies.
\Yhich is mv. domain that I exclude others from that thev. have no riuht or claim too. and have to liw
~

under force liYing standards that are intrusive and \·1olate priYacy. and my means of expressing myself
and deprive me of the things that !(Appellant) like to stay busy with snidying engineering. fabrication.
macbining and tinkering with cars as a hobby. \Vho says I ha\·e to live a standard as someone else .
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\\ hat like some one on a golf course? They may not like me but I certainly don't like them like most
people and Appellant hasn't clone anything other than wanting to be left alone and secluding himself. In
furtherance of that and the claims here. Appellant has been derailed in his efforts with some patent
attempts that he has been working on for a number of years to get something of the ground and no\v
has suffered losses because of this. was seeking grants etc. Do you think that iL-\ppellant ewr got back
to such a position that he would try to establish a business opportunity in this city to benefit the
Cl)l11111unity as a\\ hole \Vith jobs and such'1 :-lot like Iv. maybe not the State of Idaho. Where do you
think that Stew Jobs of "Apple" and Bill Gates of "J\licrosoff' had their starts. in their garages. This is
certainly a form of prejudice against certain type of people being singled out.. we might as \veil loop
around and talk about segregation based on skin color. cause thats about \vhere we are.
In fact. Respondent doesn't even contest the \\Tongful activities and nature of questions brought

forth by Appellant regarding trespassing by code enforcement. invasion of privacy. inspections \Vithout
a \\ arrant. photography and camera at common law torts. clue process and unconstitutional actions.
Respondent mostly argues against whether there is a takings or not. And states on (Respondent Brief
pp. 6) that Bristol didn't identify legal authority and cites State\'. Korsen, 138 Idaho 706. 711. 69 P.3d
l 26. J 31 (2003) that states "A party challenging the constitutionality of a law has a high burden of
O\

ercoming the strong presumption of the law's Yalidity. ·· \\'hat Yre're questioning here are not laws but

local regulations. ordinances. and administratiw actions. all of which are actually gowrned ohvhat
can and can't be done under the statutes for a municipal corporations incorporation and its pmvers. But
the language is quite clear. ordinances by a city are only \·alicl if they meet a certain criteria (see
.Appellant Brief pp . .29). Appellant had been citing and speaking such things from the beginning that it
is a persons right to hay·e prope11y, the right to be left alone. the right to privacy, all with a bit of
dignity. and there really isn't a y·alid complaint in light it. and that 1 don't beliew the ordinance is ,alid
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anyway. Appellant hasn't found a lot of case !av-' to the exact nature of this case meaning it may not
exist. there may be some ne,.v ground we're looking aL and some that come fairly close seem to haw
been made with wrongful pretenses ,:vith not all the information looked at. E,·en in the "Idaho
Regulatory Takings Act Guidelines" booklet (that ,,·on't be fully replicated here because of its length)

http: ww,Y. a2. idaho. uov;publications legall\fanua ls/RegulatoryTaki n2s.pdf
States this:
S. Does the Regulation Deny a Fundamental Attribute of

Ownership'?
Regulations that deny the lanclo\\ner ;1 fi.111clamental attribute of
O\\

nersllip -- including the ri,;ht to possess. exclude others and dispose of

all or a ponion of the property·· :1re potential takings.
The l'.nitecl States Supreme Court recently l1elcl that requiring a
public easement for recreational purposes \\here tile harm to be
preh:ntecl \\ as to the flood plain \\ as a "taking ... fn finclmg this to be a
"taking." the Court stated:
The city ne\·er demonstrated\\ 11>· a public gree1rn ay.
as opposed to a pri\·ate one. \\as required in the
irnerest of flood control. The difference to the
petitioner. of course. is the loss of lier ability ro
exclude others .... [T]his right to exclude others is
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"'one of the most essenrinl sticks in the bunclle of
that are commonly clwracterizecl as property ...
Dolrn1 ,. CityofTigarcL 512 C.S .r.i. 11-1. S. Ct.
230') I l 99-t l

The Cnited States Supreme Court h:1s also llelcl that barring the
inheritance (an essential attribute of o,, nership) of ceruiin interests in
land held by incliYiclual members of an Indian tribe constirntecl a
.. taking." Hodel"· In-ing. -1.81 CS. 70-1.. 10-: S. Ct. 21n, ( l9o7J
6.(a) Does the Regulation Sen e the Same Purpose That Would Be
Sened by Directly Prohibiting the t:se or Action: and (b) Does

the Condition Imposed Substantially .\tlrnnce That Purpose'?

A regulation may go too for and may result in a takings claim
\\ here it cloes not substantially acl\ ance a legitimme gowrnmental
purpose. '\"ollan ,-_ California Coastal Commission. --l-83 C.S. 025. 107 S.

In '\"ollan. the Cnitecl States Supreme Court held thm it \Yas an
unconstitutional .. taking·· to condition the issu:mce of a permit to land
o,, ners

011

the grnnt of an easement to the public to use their beach. The

Court found that since there \\as no indication that the :\'.ollans· house
plans interfered in any \\'Hy \\'ith the publics ability to \\alk up and clown
tile beach. there ,,as no "nexus·· bcrneen any public interest that might
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be h:m11ed by the constrnction of the house. and the permit condition.
Lacking this connection. the reqwred easement \\ as just ,is
unconstitutionai as it \\Oulcl be if imposed outside the perrnir context.
Similarly. regulatory :ictions \\ hich closdy resemble. or h,l\ e
the effects of a physical i!ffasion or occup,1tion of propeny. are more
to be found to be takings. The greater the clepri\ ,ltion of use. tile
greater the likelihood that a '"taking" \Yill be found.

Some are close but not all the way. But in furtherance it does state under:
7:\-11(1. COlvHvIO~ LAW

I~

FORCE. The common

lei\\

of England. so far as it is nor

1·epugnant to. or inconsistent ,,ith. the constiwuon or ];11\s of the Cnitecl States. rn all

cases not pro,idecl for in these compiled

kt\\ s.

is the ruk of decision in all courts of this

State.

So e\ en if a decision has been made. the constitution is still whats supposed to be followed. and
the same thing is stated under the U.S. Constitution Supremacy Clause Article 6. So in light of
ewryth ing just presented. this Court shouldn't rewrse the decision of the district court based on just
this as this shows that the Coun should consider that there is sufficient detail to consider a takings did
take place. but should re\·erse the district couns decision because of the \·iolation of rights. clue process,
trespassing. illegally gathered evidence without a warrant multiple times, and the lack of reasonable
probable cause for an alleged anonymous complaint about a few items sitting in the backyard that
could ha\ e been fabricated. all of which don't really bold any constitutional muster. In Florida\·.
Jarclines. Justice Scalia summed it up best:
"\\ hen it comes to the Fourth Arnenclmem. the home 1s first umong equals". Justice
Sc,1lia \\ rote. "At the nrnenclment's wry core srnncls the right of a man to retreat into his
01\

n home and there be free from unre,1s011,1ble go\ ernrnent intrusion". Scali~1 aclclecl:
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"This right\\ oukl be of little practical \·alue if tile state ·s agents could stand in a llome ·s
porch or side garden and tra\Yl fore\ idence \\ 1th impunity'".

l.

B.
\\'as Respondent making moot points in defense of the district cou11s decision in denving the interim
appeal on such technicalities'1
It is apparent that the Respondent in this section just makes moot points based on nothing. just
reciting what has already been said and stated by the district court based on presumptiw conclusions.
\Vhich is seemingly an attitude of hurriedly quick cop-om disregard for dismissing the frKts and details
the case. ~ot only again are none of the issues and details about the code enforcement officer and
trial issues ewn contested at all but didn't e\·en bring argument against the claims that were brought to
this district court just the same excuses about "oh he didn't make any sense··. ·'we don't understand
\Yhat he's saying... "he didn't make any \·alid points from the beginning'·. ·'he didn't support any issues
h-:''s claiming\\ ith any information". Appellant asserts he did. it \\·as just all suppressed(see clerks
record for all information Appellant submitted from beginning. R., pp. 34-57 ). Appellant had stanecl by
stating and claiming that it is a persons right to ha\·e property. the right to be left alone. that my rights
of privacy are being violated by an ordinance that the claims are foundation-less and Appellant believes
that it isn't \·alicl on \\·hat the laws and constitution says regarding this. and there isn't in nlid claim of
\Hongdoing. Appellant reiterated the same things\\ ith additional support information in the interim
appellant brief (R.. pp. 130-131 ). Appellant may haw not been the most organized and attempted rnle
follo\\·ing the best bm still wasn't that bad. and trying to ha\ e such disregard under any such
technicalities doesn't seem to be following review with fair and equal consideration. Especially
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considering that under the context to the attitude of the court rules. l.C.R. 34 for a ne\v trial upon
motion says "if required in the interest of justice". and there \vas also language for a motion to dismiss
if the costs ourneighed the benefits to continue with a case. and also I.A.R. 3...J.(f) for augmentation

essentially by motion for additional citations of authority. assuming to look at a full broader perspective
in the best interest in resolution.
Respondent here is seemingly just follm,ing suit to \\'harewr the district court had said, but
Appellant already had stated his displeasure \Yith such decisions stating they were ridiculously unobjectiw and upon further re\·iew

\\'RS

more furious as beliewd the actions \\'ere deliberate biased

the motions and in liuht
of e\ erythinu._._uoinu._. on in this case beliew
decisions masked bv_,,._uoimr throuu:h
.._.
,._
"-

~

listing ewrything in bullet points \VOldd best sen-e it.
•

Besides all the procedural questions of clue process. no \Varrant . attempts in depriving of rights,
im as ions of property. and photography torts: and not quibbling
in (Respondent Brief.. pp.

7)

O\

er certain details pointed out

but Appellant \Vas pointing out as in (Appellant Brief.. pp. 15-16)

that this is a perfect example of discriminatory enforcement all referring back to the trial and
the enforcement officer's testimony that it goes to the appearance in general of the property.
essentially this day it could be a cracked \Yindcm that day it could be 2 stems of weeds. that
clay assuming the extra trnck (infrequently used except around camping and hunting time that
couldn't be prm·ed inoperable) actually is inoperable. anybody they felt like persecuting they
could come by \\'hen somebody is pulling stuff out of their garage for spring cleaning and say
its a maintenance violation. its still amounts to an abuse of pO\Yer. it ends up being a system of
convenience setup as a system for failure that it doesn't matter trying to quibble O\'er details
when they all amount to inYasions of pri\·acy. Ewn the jury questions reflected that. it didn't
matter if prior effon had been made a guilty wrclict for the language of the ordinance \mule!
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stil 1ensue.
All the effon made by the trial court to suppress all Appellants' posed authority and questions
la\\ clrnllenges. shmving his bias siding \Yith and protecting the horrible job the enforcement

-

officer had clone. and showin2. his true attitude feelinu:s and beliews towards the encl with his
~

condescending words. language. and innuendos. and still accepting the most lmrlessly gathered
photos that Appellant objected to taken from pri, ate property that amounted to spying. and still
accepting them and allmving wanton invasions to allow such humiliations that code
enforcement could exploit their facetious type of, ictors, engeance of such ridiculous claims.
Appellant spoke of and informed the court of his further intentions that such a regulatory
ordinance,, as unconstitutional and depri, es property rights and was going to file a regulatory
takings analysis claim. as to debate and protest the issues at hand as felt were morbidly \\Tong
and inconcei\able and it should be discussed. of \\·hich no response was ewr receiwd and no
acknowledgement of any kind. Probably to conceal so there would be no public record
debating such an issue so no others \\'Ould follow suit.
•

>I ear the same time. Appellant filed the interim notice of appeal to the district court (R .. pp.

109-1 l l) ,, hich also had the motion for stay of execution on it under one document.
establishing an acceptance since this was never questioned or rejected and being told to redo it
under its own affidavit or ewn not accepting it at all.
•

In the district court on the order of appeal. the judge in section A (R .. pp. 113) says it involves
both question of fact and law. which should really haw been revieYved de novo as stated in this
standard of re\'ieYv from a fresh look.(as judge ,vouic!n't look at the documents during oral
arguments of the ongoing activity surrounding this case that the determination of the issues
presented may haw required the study and inclusion thereof).
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>Jext the district corn1 granted the stay of execution motion that was on the notice of appeal
form without mentioning anything about or having complaint about any rule not being
follO\vecl about the motion not on its own form. and never any other correspondence.
•

District court did grant pauperis stanis \vaving transcript fees. seemingly going through the
motions.

•

Since Appellant never received any response in regards to the regulatory takings analysis
followed up that action with the next step under tlrnt statute is a declaratory judgment or other
appropriate proceeding as it states like a judicial review or suit, and in addition the interim
Appellant Brief was also filed under one document like before (R.. pp. 128) which there was an
established precedence that was already established. and the district judge had completely
ignored this filed legal document as if it didn't exist. never even mentioning it in passing. no
hearing. nothing during oral arguments. nothing in the memorandum decision. And its not like
it couldn't be noticed as the whole top section of this document deals with that issue. It was
certainly the hopes that if this issue had been examined by calling a hearing and there \vas a
resolve then the Interim Appeal \\'Ould ha Ye been dissolved since issue would have been taken
care of whichever one happened first.

•

District court pretty much \Vent along with most of the basic documents and even addressed
Appellant's motion for extension of time for filing appellant brief as because of issues wasn't
sure as didn't haw a date due to calculate etc. But then again local prosecuting attorney had
filed a motion for time extension

(R..

pp. 151 J. citing no certificate of service. \\·hich \Vas a

slight clerical error of omission on Appellant's pan but clerk offered to put it in cities box that
is received e\·ery day after she elate stamped it \Vhich may haw been tolerable grounds for the
extension a dav or so. but made up an excuse about not h,ffing Appellant's phone number when
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it \\·as placed on every single document he filed. but ne\ enheless the objection that Appellant
filed another legal document was ignored and never responded to. (R.. pp. 156)
The district coun die! also ignore and didn't address Appellant's motion to suppress evidence
either. after usually addressing the other motions. During the oral arguments briefly in passing,
and quick to dismiss it. says cant consider it because its a pretrial motion. Appellant kne\Y it
\\ oulc! be a long shot. but under that rule it states "shall constitute wai\·er thereof. but the coun
for cause shown mav urant relief from the \\·aiwr". l\Iostlv relatin!!
~'

.._

~'

'-

to

the last minute ohotos
.i.

taken off private property to aid in their couns final decisions at sentencing. which newr would
have been able to object pre-trial. Appellant felt there were extenuating circumstances relating
to the case because most people who stay at home in their own fenced in area minding their
own business not affecting anybody else \Vouldn't expect to come under such criminal scrutiny.
and\\ ouldn't of heard of this type of regulatory ordinance.
•

Respondent here is sure quick to follmY suit in stating such things along side district court
about citing authority and such. but neither die! the prosecuting attorney respondent brief nor
did it even ha\e a table of contents. a lot of clear rule \·iolations. (R.. pp. 159-166).

•

l ts one thing to state and claim about the issues pre\ iously listed. but in lieu of this court case
the local government the City. and im olved parties have deceivingly and suspiciously rushed
in and rewrote this ordinance. actually had c!issoh eel it and hiding it under a new chapter with
more arbitrary additions and all the questions of la\Y and the items and details in the ordinances
I claimed conflicted la\v and the constitution was altered and re\vrote . so what a
person(Appellant) questioned they couldn't do based on their own rules. they attempted to
rewrite to make it legal. This is ne,, information Appellant found out about that was changed
just recently( so its new information) as ofrvlay L 20 l . .J. under PI\IC 8.1...J. ,\Juisances. that adds a
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bunch of bogus definitions to \Vhat it really means. This information will be added to the
addendum here as Appellant claims that this is a deliberate action and that this case is the factor
for it because the exact language
is whats stated in the changes
as will
.... I used in mv
. challe1rnes
._
.._
\,,,...

be explained. I(Appellant) find it more than ironic that these panicular changes had happened
only

Y\

hen this case finally got appealed up to the' Supreme Court out of this districts control

where' all irn·olwd would know \vhat the judge would do because their probably all in cahoots
\\ ith each other as it is rumored by a \ ast quantin· of of the populace their all together as a
bunch of golfing buddies. Ewn !(Appellant) ha\·e dismissed this as hearsay but in light of
seeing these changes that its true. I don't just beliew its possible now I claim this is conspiracy
to depriw rights. and I shmild demand something be clone about it. The main persons i1n-olwd
had all the time in the world to try and change these ordinances when the interim appeal \Vas
filed. but only are such changes rushed aft1:;r it is realized that Appellant is filing an appeal
outside of their local control. And in fact. why do these local persons believe it is warranted
and needed to make such changes. because of the \1ay they had done things they sure didn't
haw a problem in securing conYiction against Appellant. so \.Vhy \vould they say that its not
y\·orking and need to make changes only \Yhen Appellant is appealing to the Supreme Court.
Appellant believes this is an admission that they know what they were doing was \\TOng. and if
the re\ ie\\·ing judges of this case try to find correspondence for P?vlC 8.24 and 8.16 it \\'ill say
its repealed then when actually is hidden under PMC 8.14. belie\·ing to be an act of
concealment. So now the diverse topics under this section for nuisances can just be declared in
"bulk ... These' topics are separate and should remain under different headings. \Yhich \·iolate
other rules. So now because of v,·hat Appellant has done to object to this, all or a greater
number of Pocatello residents are going to be way more affected. these persons in local
u:o\·ernment are now 1.roing
.._
,_ to start makinu:
,.__ numerous nuisance declarations and abatements.

'-'
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There is ob,·iouslv.,, somethina...... ...,,aoinu._. on ,vhen there isn't anvthina._ but a subterfoae. and constant
~

'-

a;;oidance. and that they ,vouldn't meet Appellant face to face to discuss and debate his
arguments regarding these circumstances. deprivations. and my feeling on the meaningless
foundation of these claims. None of this happens just a bunch of shady activity. The courts
haw held in regards to takings that if it is proved that under the laws of nuisance. an issue is
actually sho,, n to exist then just compensation doesn't haw to be paid. but these should be
such an infrequent occurrence. These issues ,wre already settled but this is an ob,·ious attempt
to loop back around. in such cases like Camara v. \lunici1)a! Court, 387 U.S. 523 ( 1967). and
Bezavifh. Citv of St. Louis. 963 S\V2d 225 (\fo.:\pp.E.D .. 1997) the trial court was spot on
and held that'" that Ordinance (citation omitted J authorized two actions ,,·hich , iolated the
liberty and propeny rights protected by the Fourth and Founeenth Amendments.". and ''First.
the ordinance authorized the City and its agents to enter a person's property. without a warrant.
to seize disabled automobiles.

The court noted that the City had not ,·iolatec! the Fourth

Amendment by seizing respondent's automobile because respondent's automobile was newr
remowd from his property.

Howewr. the court stated that the issue was the constitutionality

of an ordinance which empowered a bureaucrat to seize an automobile from private property
\Yitl10ut a warrant ... ''The trial court also found that the ordinance violated the Fourteenth
Amendment in that the ordinance worked to depri\·e the owner of property without due process
of law.

By condemning the mere possession of a disabled automobile by a property owner, in

the absence of proof that the automobile was in fact hazardous to the public. the court reasoned
that the ordinance was arbitrary. capricious. and unreasonable. and depriwd the owner of
property \Yithout just compensation ... This is a revie\\ and examination of such changes and
ewnts:
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The proposed changes to Pocatello I'vlunicipal Codes 8.12. 8.16, and 8.24 sent on March 6.
2014 from Rich Diehl. Deputy City Attorney (This Addendum .. pp. 48-56)
On the ,·ideo minutes Code Officer Rasmussen spoke in front of the council officially
saying that ,,e need these changes because the current system isn't working and is
ineffecti,·e. Appellant is wondering how is that. the current wrsion of these ordinances
haw existed in its current form for about l O years and references back about 30 years, and
only no,, its not ,Yorking because its come under Yiew to being questioned by Appellant?
l\Ir Diehl and Ivls Rasmussen stared that the proposed changes to the abatement language

are the result of trying to be more proacti, e. to make the process more efficient and
streamlined. that they can giw out more infractions instead of misdemeanors. to be more
flexible to \York\\ ith indi\ iduals before a misdemeanor. This sounds a lot like ha, ing a
life's supeffisor and li\·ing conditions supen-isor that has a lot to do with intrusions and a
lot

gO\·ernmental presence. but still fails to resolw the question if its an unconstitutional

discriminatory enforcement. cause this so called "working with you" would haw its
limitations and come with their propaganda for their intentions and a person couldn't reason
with them about if they are constitutionally right

111

their actions. (This Addendum.. pp. 57)

And further Ivis. Rasmussen states that this is designed that while keeping people out of the
courts that if people don't take care of these so called problems they and the City will
respond and still hold the 0\\·ner financially responsible. (This Addendum .. pp. 5 7)
.~ppe!lant states, ""Lets get this straight. so most people who\\ ork hard all day to just haw a
house to come home to, that may be ha Ying issues affording things because of the point
,, here ,w are ha,ing issues in the past excessi, e taxation. lowered pay. actions by our
uo,·ernment thats affectirn2:._ our economv.longer hours for some. who usuallv come home

C
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..,

tired and try to get to things \Vhen they get to them. now have to fix up and maintain houses
and yard free of things sitting around. that most usually don't do on purpose as common
knO\\·lec!ge to pay to fix up to knO\\' it v,i!l also cost them more in taxes. when most people
don't even care about their propeny \·alue unless they are trying to buy a house get the best
bang for their buck. trying to patch up and paint to get an assessment for a loan. or are
trying to sell. and even in that that most may nor ha\·e the time or money to do it in the first
place nm\· are being charged for more money they don't have for not complying and just
following orders. to an antiquated property taxation system that most hold to be
unconsrinnional in the first place.
i\[s. Rasmussen noted the cities of T\vin Falls and Idaho Falls have the type of code staff
\\ ould like to see adopted in Pocatello. The same thing that Appellant had been argu111g
against here at point for the \HOng:fulness of \\·hat the codes \Vere trying to get at Idaho
Falls 5-8-1 says it explicitly ·'--upon public and pri\ ate propeny and in the streets and
alleys within the City detracts from the appearance of the City and reduces property
yalues. ·· Based on what! If you haw the right to hm·e property and exclude others from and
have the right to be left alone. why are\\ e being forced to live a socialistic. communistic
existence dedicated to a Cities appearance where nobody else should be. it should be left to
the public venue it is. The property values clai 111 1s also an assumption because if you
re\ iew any real estate website it only says \ alue is assessed on that particular houses
condition. what other homes in the area have gone for. all the basic factors. and location .
.\f OT that they spied on the neighbors looking

O\

er prirncy fences to see how much smff is

in their garage and if stuff is spilling out of it. ~ot to say that someone should keep some
type refuse on their propeny. be it \\·oulcl haw to be such an exorbant amount for any
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person outside of its proximity to notice. and these definitions are extremely broad to
include about everything. But if \n: folio\\ this logic here that such accumulations of such
waste increases the spread of contagious diseases and infections and creates health and
safety hazards. then the landfills should be condemned and the people \\·orking there should
be quarantined. But just because other cities are doing it and making bad decision doesn't
mean this city should or entitle it to do so. (This Addendum .. pp. 57)
In this study session. members are discussing that this seems like positive steps to help the
community look better. even though that area of pri\ ate domain that a person secludes
himself upon is not the communities and shouldn't be force into community invoh·ement.
participation or sen-itude. and it doesn't sound like a good idea trying to ha, e citizens turn
on tliemseh es turning people in for things they may not like to look at. E, en the mayor
states there is already a budget set aside for an abatement program to have official dri\·ing
around in a gestapo like fashion gi\ing out citation to anything they don't like to look at.
when any proposed amendments to ordinances haven't even been received. and that this is
the first discussion on this topic in years of anything mentioned. but they alreadv have
money for it? Especially upon doing this research that it comes to find out a lot of people
are upset at the city for not cleaning up the city in regards to radiological waste. and water
concerns from things as the council meetings had shown. e,en though money could be
received from E.P.A from this I guess. they don't want to spend the time or money that
something is

knO\\

to be causing health risk. but citizens are persecuted

0\

er triYial things

so they can maximize their taxation profits. (This Addendum .. pp. 57-58 )
This ordinance and code changes \Wre \Hitten from : Chief Scott Ivlarclrnnd. Cpt. Steve
Stone. Sgt. Tim Dillion. Code Enforcement Officer IVIary T. Rasmussen. an executive
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branch of gowrnment not the appropriate city council. they approved it but it \Yas sure
rushed into action \\·ithout much thought if it

YI

as a good idea or not ewn a person at the

public hearing had objected to the concern that this new re,·isions of the ordinance were
being rushed into action of something that could ha\·e major impact and ,·ery little re\·iew
and being looked at. (This Addendum .. pp. 60 )
The ne\\est change is it seems apparent you haw to get permission to use your property to
do \·ehicle stuff. and a person gets a 30 day permit to do a \·ehicle repair you may get an
extension but would be expected to giw up the \ ehicle at the end if its not done. This
seems a little questionable and ewn ridiculous and belie, e a lot of people are not going to
be asking for permission to use their property. And if the City and other cities try to keep
pushmg like this at such a scale trying to come charging in stealing property that I fear its
going to start ending in bloodshed and or protest resoh e. There is ewn a part that its now
the peoples responsibility to be remo\ ing snm1 and ice from public side\v,dks. thats the
cities responsibility. don't think this involuntary ser-:inide \Yill go

O\

er wry \Yell either.

same \\·ith the yard sale restrictions. all more in line \Vith gowrnmental tyranny.
As \\ell. in this agenda item they cite these all as: IC 50-302: A.!lO\YS cities to set fines.
penalties and infractions: IC 50-317: Addresses ha\ ing the authority to abate propenies and
asses the cost against the private property. IC 50-334: Abatement of nuisances and
reimbursement of costs, IC 50-1008: Collection of Special Assessments (penalties fines.
etc .. O\Yed to the city must be paid within 30. If not paid, it can be put on the tax roll. (This
Addendum .. pp. ) Appellant states that its ob\ ious that these people responsible for this are
just trying to pick and choose ponions of the definitions they \Yant out of this to conform to
their intentions cause this isn't \Yhat they mean mall. Appellant has cited these before at
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different stages of this cause and they are trying to reuse it best in a light that suits their
intentions. The other proposal 1 noticed for the other ordinances that were being analyzed
they listed the \Vhole thing showing in detail their abilities to modify the building and
zoning. but not here its listed this \\ ay so they can paraphrase. They are trying to interpret
that 50-302 allows them to giw punishment after already trying to do whatewr they want
to do. Both 50-30.2 and 50-30 l \VOrk together. they essentiallv state that all acti\'ities the

citv does. powers performed. self-gowrnment. citv affairs. and for general \velfare
CANNOT abridae or as are not specificallv prohibited bv or in conflict with the general
lmvs or the constitution of the state ofidaho. or be inconsistent \Vith laws of the state of
Idaho. Respondent in (Respondent Brief.. pp. 6) cites State\·. Korsen for challenging the
constitutionality of a law for its\ alidity. but A.ppellant says this is completely different.
cities don't ha\'e the power to make lmvs. it says here under 50-30.2 of the ordinances.
bylzms. mies. regulations. and resolutions that is pan of their charter and can onlv prescribe
penalties if all previous mentioned criteria are met. else if it abrogates rights it is im·alid
and does not haw starntory backing to enforce. 50-317 is not just a full on authority to
abate prope11ies. this a removal of snow. ice. rubbish and weeds. but says "from all priYate
property within the city and parking 1rirhin rlie c11rhi11e· ulmrti11z s,nne" which seems to to
be wry minimal maybe like a separated sidewalk. or shrubs and trees that may overhang.
this ob\ iously doesn't give them the right to come into a persons house to empty their
!.!arbau:e
them for it. and assessinu,_ seems ridiculous because if vou don't O\rn the
.... and charne
.._

'-

~

alley for snow being remm ed. where do they push it on your property so you'd haw to pay
for the inconwnience 0 And things blom1 in the \Yincl in front of your property and being
charged for cleaning \Vhen its not on your property seems ridiculous too. 50-334 doesn't
giw unlimited power of abatement. it giws power to take action when something happens
.-\PPELLANT'S REPLY BRIEF - 3.2

\\ithin the confines of the definition of the nuisance statute IC 52. Its apparent that the City
may be attempting capricious. malicious behaYior with a "gung ho·· proactiw attitude that
would amount to theft under Beza vi ff\. Citv of St Louis ''The trial court also found that the
ordinance violated the Founeenth Amendment in that the ordinance \YOrkecl to clepriw the
owner of property ,vi th out due process of lav,; ·· In the context of nuisances 52-10 l
definition it has the meaning of a physical presence or im asion basically of something that
\\ oulcl leave a persons property or physically obstruct them "\vhich is injurious"

"QL

offensiw to the senses" ·'or an obstruction ... which means the condition already occurred.
its not that something might happen or a presumption with the exception to imminent
things

to

peril like a tree branch thats cracked overhanging and \Viii fall in the road. Things

based on appearance ARE NOT nuisances as they do not physically interfere \\·ith a person
it is a matter of preference and subject to controversy. And in the context ofIC 52-111 for
nuisance actions. its only prescribed in past tense \vhen somebody is injuriously effected. or
personal enjoyment is affected. ne\·er on a presumption. This is funher supported supponed
by IC 18-5903 for punishment for public nuisances that states: "En:1T person 11 ho
muimuin.1 or com111irs u11_rp11b!ic 1111isuncc. rile p11ni.1!1111e11rjbr irhich is nor 01/Jen,'ise
prcscrihcc!, or 1r/10 ,1'i/!fi1l~r omi1s ro pcr!imn Cl/Jr !cgul clmr refuting lo rile rcmontl ofu

p11h!ic n11isu11cc. is guilty 1ilu misdu1neu1101: .. rSo e\·ery person who maintains ... where its

no where else prescribed or listed ..... \Yho willfully omits to perform any legal duty..... )
which I think would mean that a person knowingly of the issue who refuses to do anything
about it and by definition to be of a public issue has to acnially be affecting a numerous
amount of people. that if abatement option

\\'aS

nor used or allmwd that if it got this far

then it seems logical that if it \\·ent to a trial then all the people who \vould be upset by this
person and his maintaining public nuisance should be there
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at

the coun as witnesses and for

formal complaint. On a further note Appellant has >TOT read anywhere\\ here its authorized
for a City to alter or de,;iate from such definition. but that is exactly what has j usr
happened. this is the definition under the ne\\ ordinance Pf\lC 8.14: >TUISA>TCE: .~ny
conclirion or 11sc ofpropcrry 1rhich is derrimemu! ro rlie pmperry interest ofonorher or
1,11ich cuuses or rcnds to co11sc mureriu! clilllinuu1i011 in rhe l'u!11e oforhcrproperries in the

neighhor!wod or ony condition or use of o pruperry that rend'> 10 promote blighr cmcl

dercriorcttion: onrrhinr:
1rhich is i11j11rio11s ro the heu!rh. sujerr
.
. or ll'elfc1re ofinclh'ich1u!s. or
(.

'

.

'

'

is ojjcnsil·e ro rhe senses ufi11dii'iduul1. or i1 un nbsrmc1ion ulrhcfrce 11se ufpmperty so us
ro i!llerfere ffith rhe co1nfcJrfub!e e11Joyme11r otlile um! properry. This seems to be

inconsistent \Yith Statutes ofidaho. In fact looking owr all this seems to be an exercise in
futility as it \Yould be even impossible to completely conform with all these standards and
less desirable for the unreasonable gm ernmental intrusions. Its not a matter if the language
is clear or not when the intention of an ordinance is in violation of and inconsistent with the
laws.
This other thing that really infuriated this Appellant is that I had argued objected to photos
and searches performed then especially from a going on a separate pri\·ate property that all
this didn't conform to the requirements of screened areas under Pl'vlC 8.24.050( c) that
Appellant didn't allow any searches. and a non occupant such as any neighbor can't
authorize it. and not orded by a court \\ith a\\ arrant. So what did they do . they \\rote it into
the ordinance. 8.14.0S0(b) E-acrior ureus mu.1 be iwpecrecl ur 011y timcfi·om u public rigllr
of

1rur. or fi'O!n onother pronerrr. in unorr.Joncc 11irh !egu! recj11iremcllls. \\'hat legal

requirements. Warrants are required for searches and seizures. The courts hm·e determined
that the curtilage of the house is alotted some protection for 4'' amendment purposes
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because of which home life extends. and this \Yas already settled about -1-0 years ago with
Canrnra \. :dunicipal Court 387 U.S. 523 ( 1

) that held -- T1c11Tw1rless uc/111inisrrnrii·e

sec1rche., rnnnor hejwrif7ed 011 rhe gro1111(/\ r!lur rher moke minil//lll c!e/1/uncls 011
occ11pcmh". "The hosic pwpose ofrhe Fo11rrh Alllrnd/1/e//T. 1rhich is cnjr)rccuhlc ugllinsr rhe
Sru1c, r/im11gh rhe Fo11rreemh. rlmmgh irs pmhihirion of "1111rcoso11uh!e" sec1rches cmcl
sei::11n:s is ro sofegumd the prirncr l!!ld sec11rirr ofindh·icluu/s ugoinsr urbirrnrr i11rnsio11s
by gunTnl/le1110! of/iciuls ". "For insrunce. en:11 tile most lcnr-ubiciing ci1i::e11 lws u

1'Cl)'

1cmgih!e i111uresr in limirin'< rhe circ11111stc111ces 1111der 1rhich rhu sw1critr ofhis home 111c1r be
hrokcn

~

C

•

hr o/!iciul uw/wriry. jor rile possihilit1

crimi11c1i e//!!T 1111cler rile ~11isc o/ofjiciul

11111c1ion is u .,erious rhreur

lo

•

'

\

<

(>

penDnul und/c1lllih sccuril_1·.. ~11cl c1·c11 uccepring Frunk's

wrher rcnwrkub!e premise. impccrions of rhe kine! 1,·e ore here comidering c!u, i71/c1cr.
jeopunli::e "selhm)recrion" imeresrs of rile propen.i- mi·ne1: like mosr regu!urorr !mn. flre.
heulrh. uncl housing codes ore enfi;rcccl hr criminul processes. /11 some cirics. cli.ffm·e1T of
u 1·iolurio11 by rhc impecror Imel,
•

10

u criminu! complainr.

As well in the district courts memorandum decision a lot of the information and points in big
sections ,wre just cut and paste m·er. In this dissension. the court spent all its time finding
cases to complain against that he thought there wasn't any coherent thought its full of errors.
no rele, ant argument or authority al! in maintaining a subterfuge in maintaining such a
minimized ,·iew only on the language of this ordinance instead of looking at the bigger picnire.
a broader perspecti,·e. cause it was all there. that if the jury had that information the a person
has the right to property. the right to be left alone. the right to pri\·acy. and there really isn't any
descent foundation to the complaint here and that it may not be a \·alid ordinance based on that.
and that if the jury had such an opportunity A.ppeilant is confident that the \·erdict would have
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been different. The jury by their tone and their questions had reasonable doubt as it is, just felt
that thev were obliaated and had no other choice in makina the decision thev did.
¥'

-

.._

¥

The district court held that Appellant failed to make any relernnt argument towards the the
burden of being unconstitutional as citing the municipal exercise of this general grant of police
pcrn er. .-.\ppellanr argued this pomt and the courts ha\ c held that the meaning

general la\vs

meant the statutes and the constitutions. and the pan of the charter of municipal corporation
authority is to not violate constitutional provision and be inconsistent with the la,vs as it is
:'JOT an unlimited power that is granted and in effect are not granted pmwr if they do violate
this. (R .. pp. 138. 177. 178-183 )(Appellant BrieL pp. 22.31 ). After re\·ie\ving ewrything and
in light of the actions going on in the City and local gowrnment Appellant has been wondering
if the district court had a preconceived notion of what its decision would be based on the close
knit connection

those people 1m oh eel

l.

C.

Has this local ordinance been enacted out of ··color of law·· ,,foch onlv serves a specific interests \Vith
detrimental effects and possiblv attempted to conceal their intentions with such shady acti,ities'7
Re\ ie\v and analysis .
.Many points haw been argued in this case and many things haw been attempted to be
tri\ ializecl .. \ppellant intended this section to be like a footnote section of re\ ie\\' because multiple
0

thinus are at stake. There are a number of fronts that haw been looked at. and essentiallv. Appellant
~

requests the Court should reverse this ewn just based that this \Yas essentially not a \·alicl case. no
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probable cause. \ iolating due process, the merit less im asions into prirncy and trespassing without a
\\arrant\\ ith other concerns relating to malicious prosecution and abuse of process. that this has all
been \ ery arbitrary and capric10us to enforce local ordinances \\·ith their contrm ersial nature should not
be heid as ,alid. Then the effects of this amounts ro a takings that Appellant has been robbed of many
property interests and expenditures. The biggest thing Appellant wants to focus on here are the things at
stake and really examine \\·hats going on here because of the contro\·ersy with some of these rights and
claims because it st>erns to be s:ery c!ivic!t>d some or maybe a lot that might be intentional in their
clt>cisions but I{Appellant) \Yanted to spt>ak out for a reexamination of this topic because I don't think
that tht>se dt>cisions may ha\·e been looked at from this perspecti\·e and could haw made \vrongful
decisions.
First of all. 1 don't belie\·e a lot these claims that its so beneficial and in the interest of health
safety and \Yelfare. In most cases I think its just a cowr. A.nd I think it is a lot of prejudicial actions.
hO\\ people have things and maintain things is a \\ ay of life to them. the things they ha\ e that
others dismiss haw rnlue to them. things could be reused as ra\\ material to fabricate something else.
and ewn cars and trucks are a very personal thing to a lot of people and like to tinker. \rnrk on. and
modify to spend the time. besides that it does happen a iot that people that people can't always afford to
fix something right m,·ay I have seen it numerous times that somebody may haw spent 5 to l 0
thousand dollars to buy a car. use it for awhile and a basic component breaks and can't afford to fix it
for a little\\ hile because living pay check to paycheck. and then someone trying to force you to give it
up on a technicality that it \Yould be inoperable and all the equity lost in it? After the situation already
probably sucks ha\ ing to share the other whicle. Sometimes people can't afford to do different but try
to enjoy it the best they can cause I\e newr reall? seen some real poor run dmn1 person \1:ho \vins the
lottery not go out and buy a \vhole bunch of ne\\. things house. cars. electronics etc. But these are some
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of the claims of a more negative nature of these issues:
•

The car or clutter affects public health.
Based on what'' Bugs and vermin don't eat such metal items and it wouldn't be their
preferred place. they were here before and they \Yill be here after we leave. \ve actually
chased them a\rny to inhabit the land. and people go camping to be surrounded with such
nature. I don't see how that \1:ould affect the public anyways because ewn if that was true
the first house they \vould try to move into to affect would be the nearest one that that
owner would start taking action then.

•

The item1usually a car) is a safety concern and issue of general welfare. and an enticement.
How clo you figure? If thats the claim then maybe somebody's not \Yhere they should be.
the bigger question is why are they trespassing and what the authorities should be doing
about that if its such a problem. Even hypothetically if a car that was sitting at the very
edge of a property eYen if there \\ as no fence there and the owner had pulled the engine out
or not but the shell sits there as a \Yhole. if its used or not used how is one more dangerous
than the other" If someone had some sharp jagged machinery sitting at the edge I could
understand a concern. Just because something is used or not used or very infrequently how
are the circumstances that different. most people don't like hornets nests and \vould
automatically take care of them \Yhen brought to there attention. such conditions even as
that doesn't justify confiscation or forfeiture.

•

Property Yalues are affected.
This is one of the most far fetched excuses. I had already mentioned this in pan but one of
the other things I(Appellant) \\·anted to stress is that if zoning rules and ordinances are
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being made with such premise that they are not being made with equal consideration for all
\\ a\s of life. lifestyles. property interests. hobbies. life and !i,ing intentions etc. Even if that
were the case to evaluate property in such Yvays it should not be allowed. i\faking one type
of rule in a type ofli,ing standard does not pro, ide equal protection of the laws for the
diwrsities. There isn't one type of house or size of property. and no house has the same
number of rooms and not all have garages. and intended uses bases on locations. i\,fost
people \\·hen looking for a home 11·ill find something that aligns with their interests. are
they a person who enjoys entertaining. having a organized house. near a golf course. lake.
is the person a do-it-yourselfer and \\·ants a garage. basic family li,ing needs the rooms and
nice schools. Appellants area is of the slightly more rural and of the do-it-yourselfer rnriery
that I y,·ouid say is the working class of people \\ ho built this nation physically cause thats
\\ here the skills lie. and garages and yards are important here. others \Yho want to live in a
certain neighbor hood ,vhere looks are important and things are ,·alued differently to them
may opt for a place with a homeom1ers association. but somebody like me and many others
couldn't stand it. As I had mentioned I would say the majority of people don't concern
themseh·es \\ ith property values except under cenain circumstances and what items a
neighbor has doesn't affect it its usually the location and the type of neighborhood thats
looked at. and if thats the propaganda being told than we should concern ourselves with the
fact that its probably being done for property taxes and if its being pocketed by who.
especially \Yhen such taxation is probably unconstitutional which would explain its
motirntion(Appellant understands that this may not be the venue or forum to really discuss
that topic of property taxation but at least requests that an open mind be allowed to
understand that its a possibility and may help in understanding circumstances.)
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I'-Jessy yards. extra cars. clutter affects the tourist trade. so its for the public health.
This seems to be Yery nonsensical. because I'm not sure of many people who want to dri\·e
to different destinations and \Yaste their rncation twin\! out of their wav drivirnr
._ throu\!h
'-

'-

~,

'-

residential areas finding things ro complain about that they don't like the \\ay something
looks. and I \YOtddn't be too happy nor would most people about them touring on our
premises looking in windows. going through things. this venue is not a tourist attraction
especially when a person has a right to exclude others from. And why should people try to
keep and dedicate their premises to be so inviting. they wouldn't want to be bothered and in
most don't care because we wouldn't see a commission check for a so called tourist trade.
and help their financial situation. If someone stopped by and needed some gas. I doubt
seeing messy residential yards at that \\Ould deter a person from such necessity.
Appellant\\ ould be happy to argue this more past some of these basic claims here but the fact
the matter is these claims are not supported anywhere in the statutes or constitution anywhere. There
is no language that supports any of this about health. safety. and v;:elfare which all seems to be a stretch.
As Ihm e e\ en said before that clutter and stockpiling property has been \Yith us for thousands of years.
it is what people do. before the advent of\ ehicles there were horses and buggies which means it is so
common place at common la\\ that it affects every single property. and shouldn't \Ye think that these
claims about health safety and welfare \vould haw a mention of these things in the statures for them?
But there is absolutely nothing under IC 39 Health and Safety. or IC 18 chapter 58 for Public Health
and Safety punishments. e\ en for municipal corporations under 50-30...J. in its context only talks about
contagious diseases and quarantine la\\·s. nothing that fits. The only mention of blight is under the
urban rene\\ al law but upon further re\·iew \\'hats claimed there has little or nothing to do\\ ith blight.
its more about the pO\-.er of eminent domain out of article l section 14 that it is required to preserve the
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public health as it is imminent, because the area in question is so far gone with crime and poor living
standards and its costinu._, the citv., more to maintain it that \\av... than to clrnnl!e it.Even with nuisances it
'-

is a general

)JO\\

er to deciare what is only because it could come in different shapes and forms but still

has to conform \1-ith the rules. but thats also \Vhy we haw zoning w-hich in many cases is being taken
out of context. Possessing property is not a use as I had mentioned before, ,vhat is zoning really, it
giws a designated area for cenain declared and intended uses and acti\-ities. I wouldn't want someone
to establish a dog food factory in the house next to me. bur at the same time could a person driving past
a designated industrial are haw a legitimate claim that the clog food factory smell bothers them. of
course not One of the first things our zoning says is for the protection of property rights. and the only
mention of property rnlues is here that says they can't ach ersely do things that affect our property
\ alues.
As mentioned it would be something if there was any supported language to those arguments
but there isn't. there is absolutely nothing. At least for Idaho and if some are trying to make decisions
for that its not based on anything. But \\·hat language \ie do haw apposing that at a very high level are
all the basic U.S. amendments. the l ''. 3"'.4''1• 5111 . l 4'h . and funher supported by State Constitution
Article l sections 1.13 .17. And what has been uttered out of these cases as interpreted especially
surrounding and indi\icluals home protected more than anything else. ··the right <fa man to retreat
into his own home and there befreef,·0111 unreasonable gorernment(ll intrusion is at its 1•e1:r
core", "the right <~{privacy'', ''to be le.ft alone", "e.\pectation (~(prfra,T ", "the curtilage to which the
(lctirity (f home f?fc extends", the.f,·eedom <~{speech mu/ to express one's se!f; to have individualism,

lclu/Jo recogni::es

w1

i11dh·iclzwls rigllls us: All men are b.r m1ture.f1·ee and equal, and lw1•e certain

inalienable rights, among which are n~ioying and defending

f?fe and liber(r: acquiring, possessing

and protecting property: pursuing happiness and securing std'e(r. It's defined as '·inalienable" rights.
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not you can only ha\·e a limited amount of propeny and by permission only and only if nobody else is
that they don't like it. A persons happiness is not and should not be abridged and attempted by
such reclmical plovs. All these court cases support and defined these rights:
•

l{ur= r. t ·..\ .. 389 l~.S. 347~ 350 (1967)

•

Silwrman

•

Oliwr

•

Griswold\. Connecticut 381 U.S. 479. 85 S Ct. 1678. 14 L Eel. 2D 510 (1965)

•

Oln1stead \'. c;nited States 277 lT.S. -+38. 48 S. Ct. 564. 72 L. Ed. 944 (1928)

•

California\. Ciraolo. 476 U.S. 207 ( J 986)

•

Florida

•

Camara\. l\Iunicipal Court- 387 U.S. 523 (1967)

Y.

Y.

Y.

United States. 365 U. S. 505. 511

United States. 466 U. S. 170. 180.

Jardines Id .. at 182. n. 12.

And numerous other cases. as it is ob\·ious here that the nm principals here between a persons
rights and all those other claims cannot coexist.

2.
Appellant's rebuttal to the question: Has Bristol failed to demonstrate he is entitled to attornev fees and
expenses?
Appell am actually indicated most of the argument issues in the attorney fees section about and
throughout as it related to topics. Appellant gaw the basic details on initial indication for attorney fees
on Appellant Brief as rules require. but used this to elaborate on a number of key topics. Appellant has
had expenses certainly that shouldn't haw had to muster. and although there hasn't been so much as
physical takings. the presence of such gowrnmental im oiwment sen ing a type of physical occupation
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and technical limitation affecting all my interests in my attributes of property ownership. eYerything
I\ e ha\ e been\, orking on has been halted. This does also have an appearance similar to a type of

im erse condemnation that was \Yi th out merit and cause for a pursued innlid arbitrary and capricious
ordinance ..-\!though there may be other ayenues Appellant this could have gone. felt there wasn't any
place else to turn to in light of this and Appellant has felt obligated to pursue this to resolve what he
belie,es as a morbidly wrong and heinous string of acti\ ity carried om by the local gO\·ernment. and
the intentions are furthered to resolve the betterment of and the quality of life for its citizens.

V.

C0]\CLUSI01\
As from everything stated in this case Appellant has shown there is a clear conflict of interest_
and a great amount of rights are being Yiolated. The main point Appellant requests 1s to reverse this
case for the wrongfulness thats happened. and to bring resolve in this matter for the utter cleYastation it
has caused. and to consider the actions for a claim that a takings has taken place for the losses suffered
that shouldn't ha\ e been.
Dated this

clay of July.201-L

Jared Bristol Pro Se
On Behalf of Himself
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CERTIFICATE OF SERYICE

I. Jared Bristol. hereby cenify that a true and correct copy of the '"Appellant Reply Brief' was

sent to the follO\\·ing incliYiduals by U.S. I'vfail:

IDAHO ATTOR>JEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
W. Jefferson Street . Suite 210
PO Box 83720

Boise. ID 83 720-00 l 0

and copies to:

Clerk of the Idaho Supreme Coun & Court of Appeals
l West State Street
P.O. Box 83720

Boise. ID 83 720-0 l Ol

Jared Bristol Pro .\c
On Behalf of Himself
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ADDE:\DC:,\[
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AGENDA
ITEM
NO. 6
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MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:

RE:
DATE:

Brian C. Hlad. Mayor: \kmbers of the City C\rnnci I
Rich Diehl, Deputy City Attorney
l'rnp(,sed Changes to Pocatello Municipal Code§~ 8.12. 8.16. and 8.24
fv1arch 6. 2014

The above-referenced proposed code changes relate to the Nub~mces. Inoperable Vehicles and
Properly Maintenance section of the City Code. The purpose of the proposed changes is as
follows:
N uis:mce Code: 8.12JJ50.A Change seven ( 7) cakndar days W fourteen ( 14)
calendar days. lhis will keep the time allowed for eompiiancc consistent throughout th.: codt,
Inoperative Vehicle Code: 8.16.050

clean up the language (lf tile ordinance.

Pro1)erty Maintenance Code: 8.24.060.B - Removing all reference tn the
Propcrty Maintenance Appeal Board. This Board has not hccn operational for a munbcr of
ycms. The ahility to appeal to the City Council will still he available if the City pursues
abatement ofthe violations.

Property Maintemrnl.'t! Code: 8.24.060.C - Remove entirely as it n.:fcrs to the
Prop-:rty J\,foilltcnancc Appeal Board.
Property Maintenance Code: 8.24.070 - Adds language to deal wi!h persisten!
violators of1he Property Maintcmmcc Code.
Property Maintcnam·c Code -Adds a new ~cdion (8.24.()85) tn the {'ode.This
will essentially mimic the abatement language in X.12.050 t \\h:ch deals with Nuisanc.:s).

Ir you have any questions, please foci
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free to contact me.

I

Cp
Chapter 8.12
NUISANCES'1' L...:i
1

8.12.050: CITY ABATEMENT OPTION: fl_ L 1
Nuisances which remain unabated after notice, may, at the option of the city, be removed, abated or
destroyed by the city or its agents, after the following steps have been taken

A. If after seven (7) fourteen (14) calendar days from the date a written notice is personally delivered
to the property owner, or mailed to the property owner's address as shown in current official
Bannock County assessor records, no abatement of the nuisance has occurred, the mayor's
designated enforcement officer shall provrde a second ten ( 10} day notice to be delivered to the
property owner by certified mail or personai service, wh ch shall indicate the following:

1. That if the property owner falls to abate !he nwsance, the city shall take steps to abate the same:
2. That the property owner may contract 1Mth the city to abate the nuisance and pay costs of t!,e same:
3. That if the city abates lt1e nuisance all costs and expenses of abatement shall be billed and
assessed against the property owner and if unpaid shali become collectable as a special
assessment with property taxes;

4 That the property owner has a nght to appear before the city council to show cause as to why he or
she should not be forced to abate or pay for abatement of the nwsance; furthermore, that if the
property owner desires such a hearing, a request for hearing, in writing, shall be given to the mayor's
designated enforcement officer prior to expiration of the ten (10) day notice, and that abatement by
the city will proceed if the property owner has not exercised this option to request a hearing;
5. If said certified notice is returned as undeiiverable, or is unclaimed by the property owner, nothing
shall preclude the city from exercising its abatement option as specified herein.

B. When the ten (10) day notice has expired without a request for heanng, the mayor's designated
enforcement officer is authorizea to remove, abate or destroy the nuisance. The mayor's
designated enforcement officer is authorized to utilize city personnel to abate the nuisance or to
contact the mayer in regard to contracting for an outside party to abate the nuisance.

C If the city abates any nuisance under the provisions of this chapter a statement of charges billed
to the property owner shall be mailed or personal:y delivered to the property owner.

0. If payment is not received from the property owner within thirty (30) days, the amount billed shall,
1n accordance with state law, be assessed as a special assessment collectable against the
subject property as other state, county and municipal taxes.
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E. If the property owner requests a hearing to show cause before the city counci,, the hearing shall, if
feasible, be placed on the agenda of the next regular!y scheduled city council meeting. The
decision of the city councii shall be final. A ten (1 Cl) day period shall be given the property owner
after the council decision so that the property owner shall have additional opportunity to abate
the nuisance or to pursue any legal remedies or defenses at the district court ieveL (Ord. 2381
§§ 2, 3, 4. 5, 1991 · Ord. 2243 §§ 3, 4, 1987: Ord. 2179 § 30, 1985: 1983 Code: prior code§ 6-55)
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!r
Chapter 8.16
INOPERATIVE, UNAUTHORIZED, AND UNREGISTERED VEHICLES
AND MATERIALS'lr1 Q

l
f

I
r

8.16.050: USE OF PRIVATE PROPERTY FOR STORAGE OF

YNRE-GIB-T-EREO OR INOPERATIVE VEHICLES OR VEHICLE PARTS
PROHIBITED AND DECLARED A PUBLIC NUISANCE: ft; D
The long term presence on private property outside the confines of enclosed bu1:ctings. of
inoperative, wrecL<ed, discarded, partia!iy dismantled, Jt..nked, l:lfltIB€0;~istered vehicles or
vehicle parts contributes to biight and deterioration of neighborhoods and is detrimental to public
health, safety, and welfare due to factors such as broken glass, standing water, accumulation of
rusted parts. potential environmental damage, and the potential for bree,::Jtng of vermin, and is
hereby deemed a public nuisance. No person 1n charge or control of any property within the city,
whether as owner, tenant, occupant lessee or otherwise, shall allow any such vehicle to remain in
the open on such property longer than seventy t:-110 (72) hours. Persons v;olaling this prohibition may
be issued a misdemeanor citation and the city may pursue other legal remedies for removal of tr,e
vehicles. This prohibition shall not apply to a vehicle on the premises of a lavlfuliy operated auto
salvage business, towmg and storage business, auto sales business, or governmentally operated
auto storage area, when necessary to the oparat1on of suct1 business enterprise, nor to vehicles for
which a repair or restoration permit has oeen issued as provided !1ereinafter. (Ord. 2783, 2005)
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I
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PROPERTY
8.24.060: NOTICE OF VIOLATION:

B. The written notice of violation shall include the propert'I address, a descnption of the v·,olation, corrective
action needed, name, address, and
number of the city staff member to coi1tact in regard to the
violation, and shall give the owner, designated agent, property ma13ger, and/or occup3nts two /2) weeks
from the date of the notice to remove, abate, or destroy the condition causing tne violation., or to file a
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A misdemeanor citation rr,ay be ,ssued to any cwner/occupant/property manager who, after notice
and opportunity to correct and appeal. fails
remedy the violation. If an owner/occupant/orogerty
manager has plead guilty !o or been corwicted of a v101ation under the section. in the previous
calendar year, in addition to the_punishment as outlined in PMC § 1.04.040. said individual shall be
ordered to pay an additional one .h.YDd.red dollar ($100.00\ fine for all subsequent violat,ons.
Issuance of such a citation may be in add,t:on to any civil remernes. (Ord 2773, 2005)
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PROPOSED NEW SECTION
8.24.085: CITY ABATEMENT OPTION:~: LJ
Property Ma1ntenar.ce violations wh,cn remain u!laba:ed after notice, may. at the option of the city,
be removed. abated or destroyed by the c ty o, its agents. after the following steps t,ave oeen taken:

A. If after fou:1een ( 14) calendar days 'rorn tne date a written not:ce is personally de:1vered to :he
property owner, or rnailed to the property owner's address as shown in current official Bannock
County assessor records, :io aoate,nent of tre nwsance has occurred, the rr,ayor's designated
enforcement officer shall prov:ce a second ten (10i day notice to be deiivered to the property
owner by certified rna!! or personal se.'Vice, which shall indicate the follow ng
~. That if :he property owner fails to abate the violation, the city shall take steps to abate the same;
2. That !he property owner may contract with the c1ry to abate the violation and pay eosts of the sa1Y1e;
3. That if the city abates the violation all costs and expenses of abatement shall be bitted and assessed
against the property owner ard ii unpaid shall become collectable as a spec:a1 assessment with
property taxes;

4. That the property owner nas a righ, to appear before the city council to show cause as to why he or
she should rot be forced to abate er pay for abatement of the vioiation, fu:lherrnore. that if the
property owner desires such a hear:ng, a request for t1ear,ng. in writ ng, sna!I be given to the mayor's
designated enforcement officer prior to expiration of the ten (10) day notice. and that abatement by
the city will proceed if the property owner has no: exerc:se::J tr'lis option to requesl a hearing;
5 . .f said certified notice is returned as undel;verable, or 1s unclaimed by the property owner, nothing
shall preclude the city fro.n exe:c1s,ng its abatement option as specified herein.

B. When the ten (10) day notice has expired without a reqL,est for nearing. the mayor's designated
enforcement officer 1s autr,orized to remove, abate or aestroy the v1olat,on. The mayor's
designated enforcement officer 1s authorized to ulil,ze c:ty personnel to abate the violation or to
contact the mayor 1n regard to contractin!'.) for an outside party to abate the vio:ation.

C. If the city abates any vio:ation under the provis:ons of tt11s chapter a statement of charges billed to
the property owner s:ia,I be mailed or personally celivered to the property owner.

D. If payment is not received from the property owner with,n thirty (30) days, the amount billed snail,
in accordance with state li-!w. be assessed as a speciai assessment co:lectable against tt1e
subJect property as ot11er stare, coumy and m,mic!pal taxes
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E, 1f tr.e proper:y owner requests a rear:ng to shov, cause before the city counc,1, the hearing snail, if
feas ble, be placed on the agenda of the next regularly scriedu!ed city 001.;nc!! n~eeting, The
decision of the c:ty coL:nci: shal; be finaL A ten (10) day period shall be gi'len the property owne:
after tne coL,rcil decision so that the property 0'Nner shall have aaditiona! oppomm,ty to abate
the violation or to pursue any 1ega1 remedies or defenses at the ct1strict court lev~I. (Ord. 2381 §§
2, 3, 4, 5, 4991 Ord. 2243 §§ 3, 4. 1937: Ord. 2179 § 30, 1985 1983 Code prior code§ 6-5-5)
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MEMO
TO:

Mapr Brian Blild
~.i1ernbers of the PocJL~l\~ City Counc/

FROM:

Chief Scott r,_;iarchand
Cpt. Steve Stene
Sgt. Tim Dillon

Code.- Enforcernent Offict~r rv1ar 1 T. Rnsn~ussen
1

Date:

Apri: 24. 201-4

Subject:

Proposed Nuisance Cooe, Fees and Fines

HistoricaHy ~he Cit'/s reguia:ior·s pc:-tair.ing to pro;,;eny i'nc1i·1ter1ance issues on private property have
been dispersed arr;ong several chupte; s. Tr~ese hav~ included the- t~uisance Code (P!v1C 8.12L Vehiue~

(PMC 8.16). Property Mai:1ter,ance (PMC 8.24) a:.d Snow a;1d Ice Hemovai (PMC 12.32). The purpose o'
oringing these rndtters under one chapter ,s to prcvde ii cohes:ve ;ection •.vhic~, addresses n'ost is;ues
regarding the upkeep cf private proJt.:rty ·-1/thir: the city :ir:1:ts. It also provioes for botl1 a penalty and

abaten1e?nt option v,;h!ch had not be~n avai 1:1b!e for ct!; sections tr-fore.
A key point to understand is tha: the pu:·oose of tt:e prop:Jsec i\~ulsa;;:e Cece_ chapter 8.i4, is not to
establish nevv regulaticns on the citiz:.?n, r;-Hner ro clarify anc n)~ke rnore consistent w·h;n h.1d beer
required in the code, By p~ovidrng a n1F:ans of addressi:1g oropeny rnaintenance violations and

encouraging action bv a respons:bie p::.HtI ;,v>;! alse, hop:? to reso!-.,e a prirnary complaint t'1at achieving
compliance takes too !ong.
Although they n1ight appear rn:(iOr 1 tt'u-: oiff2ren::es in enforce~·nent actic)ns ;,rnongst these chapters had
led to delays !n gc1ining con)plit1nce. ir: s:.:-rr:e cases \Vhat 1Aou1d l.H:g:n a~ a Property ~vt1intcnJr.ce

violatJo,1, \tJould then necesst1ri.y h3\/e ~o be reope,ed as a Nuisance vio!at:on in order to be aDie to
atter11pt abaten1er:t P,. ny of these changes,

v,:rh

the reqt,isite not,f;c3tion

processes could

lead, in son1c

cases} to significant o-2tdys. in other \nstanci-:s, utilizing the cnrn1nai court systefft has its 01,,vn inherent
delays

1.

Enco\Hage citizens to corr:piv -.vin1 c:t1;t code in a rnore expedit!OU5 n1ctnner;

2.

Develop a n1eans of hoiding ~t:e resp:Jnsibl·:: parties 1,.i-.,ho continue to re-offend accountab!e, and;
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si:es:

•

IC S 50-317: Adcir2sses ha ,:inf th~-:- ouu~onty to ab3te properties ctnd ,issess the cost against tne

•

tC § 50~334: .r\bJternent ot nuisances 3:IHi rel:libt.n-s~n~e<n of costs:

1

pnvate prop2rt·y:

•

IC§ SO~ 1003:

Coi!ectio:~: of S;)t'..cial Assessrnents (pena!tic,'.l/~ines., etc.! ov1ed tc

t11P

city n1(,st be

paJd v1ithin 30 days. If not paid 1 it can be put on the tax r"cll:

Although thi:::: t,se of t;r1ifor:n c:t.::io:1s ;s eff(~ctive, ancj wi~i still be er~;~)!cved on a case by :::ase basis. it is
both ccstly and tirne :vnst.n1ing for bOih citv s.taif ,;1;;d trh: off 2nd er a<: it b processed ttirough the
crirninal couct systt~in. Currt~nti't', ~vhen a tn:sdenv::Jn~_;r ctatio:: is iss,_.:ecL ir can take as :cne as tv-;o

n1onths before a pre-t:iai court r~ea<ng ro b2hin gr·tt;nf; tht: issue ~esolved. At ~hat t:rne, if the

tesponsible aarty is found i;L1ilty even fer a frst ofense, ttic- ff:in :rLtm expenses incurn:~cj are the
1

estob!ishe{~ court costs of $152.SO

resolved

111

i!'

d~1rf~icr: to dr:y fines the judg:: 1nay irnpuse The respons,bie pcirty

some ctre, fashion.

Frorn a staffing pP.i'.:)pective, f>:!rsons u1vo,vec: ·,Nf1cr1 a unifcfrn c;t,'Hion is !ssuE:d Jre:

1.

A S\vorn officer to sen/t: the Jnifo:-rn c:taticn,

2.

The Code Enforcernent officer.

3.

Police Oepartrnent adn1inistrat1ve stafi,

4.

Lega· Oepa~trr1t?nt adrnln:str2u·./e ~,taff,

5.

The Prosecut,rog Attorney,

6.

Numerous pecp:e :ct rt-:e oannoc~ Co,:·1t,- (Jurt:wuse

t;:i ,;c.ninistr,He

the process.

Additionally, a cornrno.1 concern is that it takes tO() lc~g to g,:1:n con1;JLance and that it is the 5<1rne
individuals \-Vho continue to reoffend. ·-Ne hope :t·1at the cnanges \r\·e nJve proposed address these
issues. By having private proi)ertv :naintz:nance ;ssl,eS address-0c unc1e-- the sarne chapter a!or:g vvith

civil pena!tie:; ancj the authorizat;on to ~H;d:~: ::.:aiiai~ie, i: si1ouio si-;~)·ten th~:\ tHnefrar:1e to gaining
resolutivn. Repeat offenses vvii: bP cta;cnt;rag2~ thr:1ugh tr1e increasing p~~nalties, and faiLng U1at. a
rneons to specdiiv Jt)Jte tne ~iropen.·7· \Nii; sirnply resolve tne situ2tic1n to iessen ~he irnpac! on other

citizens
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8.1~.020

lH:Fl!\!iTIO\S.

J\CC:ii\!IIL.\1[i)~: ,\

ll! .IUH l:

~ic~1! dctcrl~ ·r~t:ion ~;r disrep~tir !'l'>culting in unsightly·,
nr tn1satc ~1rt:,.:tu11.:s, property~ t1r v~gt..:tari<)n. including~
h:1t nor !i1nltt>d td, tht" pn:~~n~c d:' tich;·i~: ..icJ..l "'r .. L1111;.rgez: !tu1(!.\caping: hrnk~n, rotted. (Ttl!nhling,
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1

vcgctHii)I~.

ur uihcr
pn!cs or pd:-;r:-; . . ie~i~ned h,i
suci 1 <::-,; conLTt..:h:.

~..,c'

Cd\.:ering

rnati:ri~d tastcncd to

~tlli\t.:,J tc, {)r placed (;irc.::iy on thi..: gn.Jund or ()Uto other surf1cc n1atcriai

Dl~Tl-R !Ol<.\ l H JN: :\
structure or p~~ns dh."fCPf :\ :i~~tlc \Jr L~ ...:lcrior~;:lnn n1~i)' hL: charactt::·izcd by holes~ l•n.:~1ks. rot~
cru:nbiing. cracki n~. pc:..::l\ng., ~
1,.1r tdI) utht:r ~vi~~cnc-: nf ph> ~ical ck·c~tY ~ disei.t~e, neg.I\.':(\. 1ac-k
of n1aintc:1~1nc-2, ot ;·lny other .,:\·idcL1..:c {}f in:,uffic1t:n~ or in~iJ~i.lUaic ii'!aintcnath.:t:.

l)R!\1/,;\,\'',:\ Y: ,,\
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froin ti p:1n:.:~i or i~1nd.
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\.Vhich 1n:i) obs1ruL'.l, delt.y. h!ndc:-, o:· int~n;.:rc \vith tht: npcrati(~ns of the C~ity's Fin: l)cpartrnent or
the ~grc:,::s nf ()Ccup;~nts iu. :::c r...~,.·cnt o:· fi~(:.

not litnitcd to, p.-i;Jcr. nit~,brsh~ r~iiJs~· ·:lr littcL u;1consu1nl~d !~h.}d :1nd ~1nything ~lsc con1n1011!y rc!Crri:d
huuseh:Jld ut con1Jr,en.:l~t; \\JSii...'.

to f1r consid\.'lT~: a~..

1N rl.S I':\ I' I( n,: Th,.:, pn."~en:.:c- of in-;ccts. :·1.HJcnts. er ani1n<.tl~ in ;-;uch nuiubcrs a~ tn result ffl an
Ul1i1k·as~1nL han~1fuL dan1;_igin~. u:1!':c;.a!thy. or u:1sa:C ClH!d!tiiJn.

lNOPH{i\ i iVi' VUI!CLE.
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\Vind.:d1ii:lds. or br;}kcn o;- <~Il' . :t>\, l' rL1rL~, ,._vhic!l ~:r~· 1..·ss,.;nti:u for rnovcn1cn1. i:-; nut c~;.pabic o( ht:~ng
used as a regulat nic~:n.'.\ ur ~r~:i1s;).Jrt~rtil-n.

s:m:bs. and tn:c.::-: il'.'.<.:i:idin;,:

such as r(H.·ks. bark.

,·

\\~tl~!· ::..\:!~1rt.".

~Ii~ -.;~i r;,_.\.~ ~1~ ,vecds ;~ or arranf_C'(! !m1dsi:api nf, 111~1tc:·i~ds
~i:nil~n· it~rr1s '-h.:libcratt:iy p!~it:<.:d as 1x1n ur a decor~ttive

sch.:mc.
i\lJiS/\NCE: f\ny ~undi~it)J; nr usl~ ,:,( a prup,.:ny \\·hich i~ d:..."1ri1n,:ntal t{) the propl~rty inti.:r1..·~t of
another 01 V,'hich \.'allsi.::-; or tends t,J cau:-:,~.: n1~:tcri::.d dirriinu!io!~ in the \alue ,d.. nthcr pruperties in the
neighborhood or ~·1ny cond:tior: ,·;r use- ur' ;.1 rcop~·r:.y that l\:T1di t<1 pron101..:· blight :1nd dcterior~ttion:
anything \vhich is inju:-iuu~1 ln th.: h~~dt!·:,
or \v~iE1ri..'. ,.)f' indlYiduals, or i-., offc:nsiv<: tr, 01.: scns~s
o( individu;:ils~ or is ~;n ~)h~tr~iction nr" th.: fret· us~ u( pri)p~rty so as to intt;rfcri: \Vith th,..; con1fc)rtabh:
en_j(1yrncnt nf It~· nr prnpt·r,y.

OCCCP/\\i i: An i:;,li,i,L:d. p:1:·tncr,i'.ip. "1:·;',i:·:,::()n nr Ptncr entity t:u,t. ,hn,ugJ1 ri1:d1ts of
o\Vncrship ui< rcntaL bJ~~ !lie u:-;c ;;ind i.:njuyn1l·nt or the su~ject r~al prt)p~ny for r~~id~nti~d or
cummcrcial fmrp,1scs.
PREPl\Rt:l) Sf JR f· /\C'E: (Jruur;J ~.n,,:r.:d by n1ab. .~r:als such ~!~ grave!. concrctt:, or ;1sphalt, or
surfue~d Vi ith con1posite p~1Tne~thh: pa\·crs, pnrt)US 1x1ven1en! or porous CO!k'l\Jtt\ or an 1.)fK~n c~!lcd
paving grid sy;)tcn1 instaJl..:d p\..T
:,;tan .. la:-ds. Vc-!;!ctati\-;,,: rnatcriaJ can bt t!scd if c;.1uplcd \Vith
an open celled paving gtid :-;) s1c:1n ir!st~lli(d per indu':'ltty sU::;dard~. 'rhcs~ standards con1ptn·t lP those
cstablisbcd in the /onir:g. R..::,ide::td D-.:\dopm.:nr Stambrds Sr..:cifical'.y cxciudcd is hare Jirt.

PROPER! Y /,'.ANACl:R: An ir,Ji\ i.'.l:::!. p:1rli1l'F!1i1), ..:,Hp,ir:,tion or otl~cr cnt'.ty \\ id1 tlw authority
and ability ro make rcp;:;rs a:,J LI,'
ru uvcr~ec: :,nd pr,,\ idc: i',1r m:iin'.cn:n:et: :mu 1:1cncrni .::a;-c
nf the pn>p_•ny OH b..?h~i! f of the th\'t1\.::~: :11:1y :1>.;<·1 bl' tl1l" ·~>\\TIC'r
PROPER! Y OWN LR: An mdiv:c!,,a. p.,:·rn.::r,;11:p. ,·,,q;,lral;ort or u,hc.:r i.:nti1y listed ::s ,l\\ ner in the
record:-, ot'tb~ Bannock Crn:ny i\s~,.,,,,·,r.

RFSPO;']S'.HiF PAR I Y: r ,i;- 1he p::r;,, sc:-.; of thi, l'i',:ptl.'r. the .. 1Zl'spon:-:tt,l:: Pany" shall 'xi dt.:!in\?d
as th<: propt.;ny o\vnc-r. prop~ny n~~1n~}~Lr, ~1nd:or o...-cup;t1u. tt, defined herein.
SCREENED .\RL'.A, !::\'1 h::lOR .\,1 :u·-.:,1 scpar:it;;d i.1~ a si;;h, ohscuring p,:rmam:111 knee built to
the n1axin1ta11 height and st;.u;Jard~ uHdv,~d hy rh~ Pocarl"!k1 ,'vluuicipal (\HJe t(,t the sit~.

SOI JND CUND!TIO\. Frcc li·,H:; ,.:cc1_, ,ir ,kil',·\. ,,r :ibk t\, sdppon itself under rc,ison;ihk loading
or weathcr c,mdilions,

roofs, tOundations~ ienc(.'s,
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pui~l1..:.
\\.\:t..·ti-..,
d.:~,Ttp:1un.

S.14.0.10

:rh.:!iH.!,.:

:.ns.t,.)c:, ,\c:..· .. ::,;, t!r;,!:-;~)~~. urtk;,.',npt hush:...·s and an.y pknH 1::~;,,'lt1g this

\L\ii'iT!.:'\.,'.'-i( i: OF !'IWPLH.T\ A'.\D Bl ILDl.'\G :-iCRFACES.

::u!!dir.~ -.-vhich

h ~._, di1apid~Hcd nr in :-;uch l~Jnditit-!:l ttS
~1ruri...:rt}: vi,)hition~ cf \\ffiuLb Bui:d;ng Co,i~s
,;h~:U h~· rrin1<1 (:!;,.'k' ·~:vidi...'nc._· that ::1 nuisance i:-: b(·ing

ur pc·r-..~Hl\

land

,n,1:1k" P.tr~: :u~J ~1ny l)t!h.·r p.:rsons lt1Ying. i~l\Vful ,:(~ntro!
:·t.·l:uir._·J 1:, ....'.nsun: that alt propcny--. stn:cturc;;, a:1d
. . . '
p:1:·1;~~ .Jr\: r:u11H~11:1;..·U in guod

O\\T:"'~,j,

dt' \~:e:~riur;.~un~ conditi1_1n:..;, ~:t..t; in~1inrain-..;d in
;;•s1~1h;i'.'1hcd in thi-.. ( '.!:apter, Prnhihit<xi cnnditi~HiS

on.i('rl:: ~1r.d ~:.·iund l ··r"· 1 ,<1:,,~ ;,·v.·
(i~corda1:cc v:ith <arilL1r .. ::--; ~:11-..i

1n:.:ludc. hut
dlH)!'S,

tH\_' :H)t

ii:~-:it(\.-1 :~-.

_i!.

1

d!~~tcrin!'Jt.?(! Of :}llS:<::;g

p;·

f-c\:littµ palnL ~ra!fiti, b;"t)kc::~ \vind
~hingles. :-;!:akL's,

:--it::

L:t\Vfui con:rol c1\ ,:rd ~L :::~·tu:,:
p:tint~d

:,·,r

~!t;,."

~t::'. cct! \\

l 1r

1

J\\·~

or

~Udf' tri.:ads or

1~1..:..:·,. ·rhc Rr..~~11un:..:ih\: P~ff~Y a;H.i :1ny c,t!:cr pi:r~ons hav:ng
r~·d ~.J en--.ur~ th~;t ali cx~~t1..Jr huiid1ng surr:1cc,;;; ;:rl.;'
to ::lt: y_1rf~tC(; ...:;uch ~1s._ !;~1t not lln!itcd tG.
.t. ..;ton1..\ brick. shingk:.:;M ~.hakes. or n1ctal

rfi•">tinµ.

8.l-Ul40

:\. <fcner;ii \iai:H-:.·nanc.:~ < )~· l
:naintaiil!..:d ::-:l• ~-is t~; b..:.- ,,-,. ·

:\rc:.1:~· :\li L1:h-i-uutdoor area~ ::i.h:.dl h;; kr.:pt ~k~an ;1nd
:~ux :, ,~1..:.. v: . .·(·ds :1s set out in the: Idahn St~H..: ( ·nd(.;:
~:r ,:crcn,-,;·;acd (,:n--1ar1Dn'J. in..:h~dint '-:nndit1on:-: dr
ac(u1nuJa1i,n1s \1r an:: ;n_ ;:::ri:~; \~,t,i . .,;·, :~1~·~:-;' :·,l'. c,1nd;_ici\\: t,1 ir:r~~stati,Jns of inse(ts. spidt:·s. r..:p11k:s,
or t\)di;..•r:ts.
it-.:111:-; nt ;:.Jndiii._;:b inc!LH.h:~ but Jr~ nu~ lin,it...· . . ! tu~ th~
dchri'.'\. \V:tSt('. rnnt1...:ril:l. ~k\..:unn:Lttior:s of
appiianc(·s .!nd:ot 11..ni:L:n..·_
z~r ntix..:d rnatcriaL dry \'~~ctniorL rags. ;:n1pty
. .:~:~,-~·:-:. Hkittn.:s:·}cs¥ licddiu::;.. pal..'.kiEg str;J\v~ p~tl.·k.lng hay, tJf other
ban\.'ls. bJ~.~s. tTall·~~
p.1cking 1ntit..:-ri:-d. 1un~b(:" \-}r \u;ldl:-::1 ntJ.h.'Ti~~:)s :..:·\e::.·p~ :1~ rr\)\"id.:d in th~:; C't::rp~i..·r, a:1J ~tn)'thir:g
\.VhtHSU..,'\·Cf iu '-.\i1i;,.'h Hit>(:..:t.:-, r:::1:-' t\1..:...-,~~ ;,/' '.\!liz:b
hannful pesrs,;~1::in~al~-hiid,>H

rrc

!1~~1.!1\::--,~

n1q--:t he cnv(r,::d \Vith hcrd1hy vi:g~tati\,t: rn~Herial
:-.:~_;;·::!:.:(..::,.,.
:~·~nuri.:..;. or drivc,vay;-; :1_..; aUo-..1.,~d hy rhis
v.· h<:r\.: c:: J\'t:n:.\.i
L:·;:-:~1:rn.:d s,o ~~:.. , to he -:11) higher tL~u1 iix in1,,:he~; (_-6 1' )
tvlunicip~!l C ndi:. l :t\\,r 1;-J-.:.-.
abO\/C t~LldC, Nc:xi._)!J~
..-~..:d.-.,_ :::': ,.h,;1~:1~.J \ir !i~t._·J t;~. tb: 1tL~ho I Ji.:partnK'tlt ui' i\grit:uiturc, ar~
n1.::>::1:·,_·:--, n:u:-,~ !-k. L.~kcn tJH)ntplly \Jthcr \\\;eds in aon-la\vn ~H't:JS
prohihit~d :1r:d cr:1d!c~±t

c\ \.:t:pt

ORDl~;A)';Cr
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any kind

i:-:

a~ti\·itic:-:..

l'. StcH'.Jg:.~ { ){ \ :~ilcri:,;:.;

hlighti:~g ~nJ"~·-·•.._~n._·">..

' .
.
. .
L11srt·p~:1r~ \t..(\\J.._: \ (.'\'..Cs..":

1:-,

ure::\.:{o:-;cu ~tdra~c ur pi~~cernt'nL en ~1uy

lanlI

on

is ;-'-·:-i'.dcnticdly· z..:)r:cd. ,;f Lt!:y nLitcri.:1b t..-;~d in
··ir:('. ~">cc~q.\~t:,HL \vh...:tlh:;· frlr th~ t.__H\lli:r ~-Ir \J~·~t~;x1nt of the
rnatt.:rL.1Js, i-.u:ds...:{tpir!~ 11:a~~:·ia!s.

Cl)nnc:ctiou ith ~t
lhvclling ,Jr 1~1\_:p:.:r
1
.\

.

.

::ie

ar::.~ p2nnintd thrcn~gh a (dndition~1! use
·-sith tl1,,; t:.:-:-rn~ c f ~:.-1id

('.ljUlprr:.c.at~ t,)OiS. ~Eh.:

p;__:rniit Jnli ·n::ir:t::-1r11r..>. i

1

ccin01:·t!ctiun o:· l:.H1d~caping uf prop~ny 1t,ay bt:
ih,.: ..juraL,_.,r~ 1.,f the cun~tructicn. 1.ands..:aping dr
-,.: o'.· :Le ~'-C('_q;~-i:H r1·;:t:, f.1c· ~h1r~~·d i:1 (n,nt ~u:J sidL y~1rd:-; \vhich
r:u iung~~ th:~1: :-;lxty t60) d:tys,
b'-~ u~·r... . d it the frct~t .:n:d sidt:

1-Excepti\nL \L;Lt>:::d::-.;
st(;fe"d ir: r..::tr )':t:d.,._

·Jtl ~iLe

c,n1slrs:ctit>:; n:u!~ria(,.,,

provldt"d ~h-: rc:;t
yard~.
I) ...\b~tnd(incd, t :n:_1t:c:-i .. k'c:

\.,·hici,

\;~i\ ~· ~:

1..L:, ;:· , tt

:z•~:k;r.~.
l1t

:...J...·\

tee \-,.Lich rn:iy

IH\t

bl..·

1...:k~~1_..;;..·d CrtdH

d,r..:-

i1J;:..-r s~ru,. .:t:,ffl' or \\ ithin :n~y unoccupi~·J or

;'1~!:::.:c stru~turt: !n ~~ rb.;.:c at:1..\,;;'sil~ic 10 (hiLin::n: thl'. nuisJnc~
l'.d. :T;:1p lo~.:~ ur other l,icking device ,)r by first

abando:h?d hul

': rti~inncr \\ hi:..:h \\'(1uld

task·n;ng}

1nakc th~ in:")idl! !nac>:.:i:s:-:i!1li: to

(hildrcn:
<tructurcs: /\;} fL'.ih..'~':'}. :;cn.:('ning v:tdis

1

and rctj:n1ng
ailO\\'('O tt)

'-'\':irl~

s:·i~·:: bl·. 1~~:1in'.,:j:-,-.:d

(\:-tt.:rizHJtt:·

,:'\ ;,; ,.:;·.n_-:(·t~:t.:

11~ :!

:-:.l)~Jnd cn:1dition. and sh:11 i

lh)!

be

~t 'Ji

1 1\ll \k·h.:n::n:1 :1r.:.-~:~ ;-,~,
presl'ncc oi ~l.:ig,n~:n! \'

: ..-\lJ \'ard~.
fltll>Is,
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( 1,-1::t.1at: . . li1S for

hasc,n~nts~ v(ndts~

dr~1rr1s~

::11:v ...:ausc h:.tvc bi:czunc 1tJtd. nauseous or

nr -,',-.:tit:r:..: ::/ th,.; (Etl\::::. ,Jt \\hl,:~1 givt: fn:·th
i,.,..:, ~!'sli,:\i;..t1i

ki;1d ii:. or upon :tt:)
ahinting :;p._11~ :t'.::-- !nt.

r>..·sid-..:in:--

1:r pc!-;,;un;;

\-•lhifS \\hii.:h ~-ir~
p~:::-;:-iing on puhii...: th\lrough!l:r . .:::,..

r·!,,;.>_, dr pn..:::itsv;-. 1tr up\::1 :-i~y ~tn.·:..:t ,)r sidc-h,-:!k ,ki_idcc~·it to \)r

·r pr:.:nu~.-~:--; o:· 1n dny h~ i!dinµ or ~ht:·,j

\Vi[hin

:1:s: Ln:iL. . tH . th~

n1a} be ~dk:\\-c~: ~crrp:
(\1nop_i...'\ 1ntt·d nt~:;.::

:-·1:v :1:1-.. k·r
ti:(·.-.. ,~;!;;_·/; !1,

thi: iil--.,

...i. (}pen •Y- '._;nnr:,;lcct . _

sid\.·\\·aik.

8.14.050
A Parki::i:1
n1ust be

1.-Jn l~1\V!ls!:(:Cds~apin~ :tn:1.!~,. hut

icablc Bui)dinµ C,Jdc-s ~1n:J ('ity

::;r St";;·'"::.~;.:- or' \\:!:iclc P~u-~:-;

di'

f:~1Jp::r:1tivt: \ 1chic!cs Prohihi:cd a1:d

p!'l:': ~:1c:.:· tH1 p:i\.:.tlt.. prdr ,~:·t~ sJLi~sidc thr.: l..'.nnfi1~cs t)f ~!'.Closed
. \ r:.:-.'k;.:~I. \;,-..:c:,n_:c-;..L p~ini~1ny di."'i11~u1tk~d. jtink~d v:.:hi..:!cs nr . __.l'.1:icic

c'

saf~~ty, _c1d \,,::l:~tr'..:' \_!u:.:
parts. p,;t~:11)~1: ..::;\ ii,
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